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Interview with the Chairman of the Management Board

resulted in constant improvement in the market share in the part
of the key banking activities.
Our growth rate achieved 13%, both related to credit and deposit
portfolio. Owing to the use of the Group know-how we began
project finance. The Bank launched new products following our
clients’ needs such as family housing loans and student loans
intended for the young population. Sparkasse Bank was the first
bank to launch the housing loan model with fixed interest rate for
the first 5 years. For that purpose, the Bank’s focus on building
long-term relation with its clients is evident.
Furthermore, in 2014 Sparkasse Bank was the first to introduce
in the market a unique model of ATM deposit and foreign
exchange machines. In the past year, the Bank through the Erste
Group Payment Function made it possible to its clients to use a
range of benefits both related to the transaction price and speed.
The Bank during last year continued to improve the quality of
its greatest capital – human resources not only by recruiting
high-professional staff that contributed to development of the
processes and services in the Bank, but also by organizing

permanent trainings that added to continuous advancement
of its employees’ skills and qualifications. Last year special
emphasis was put on the internal transfer of knowledge through
introducing the concept of internal trainers, a concept which was
developed through exchange of experiences and cooperation
with the members of the ERSTE Group.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank our shareholders
and partners for their support and consideration as well
as the opportunity to exchange experiences which helped
the Bank in achieving its results. At the same time, I
would like to express my gratefulness to all our employees
for their competence, engagement and dedication to
establishing long-term and stable relations with our clients.
Yours faithfully,
Gligor Bishev, PhD
Chairman of the Management Board

Gligor Bishev, PhD
Chairman of the Management Board
Dear shareholders,
2014 globally was a year of slow economic recovery, except for
the economy of the United States of America, which was a driving
power of the world economic growth and as a result it achieved
a level of around 3,3% according to the IMF statistics. Economic
activities recorded considerable slowdown in the Eurozone with
a low annual growth rate of only 1%. Even currently there are
deflationary pressures and uncertainties in view of the future
development. With regard to the banking sector, the analyses
and stress tests performed showed that the European banks
are yet strong enough and adequately capitalized to support the
economic growth.
However, taking into consideration the low credit growth in
the Eurozone, by the end of 2014, the European Central Bank
implemented an additional package of measures for quantitative
easement, thus providing additional stimulus to the European
economy and inducing sensitive growth. The program envisaging
purchase of government and private bonds is worth around EUR
60 billion on monthly level and will mean injection of new EUR
600 billion in 2015. Benefits from the package of measures
taken have been already evident. Considering that the Eurozone
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member states are our greatest trade partners, we expect that
this positive impulse will reflect our domestic economy.
In the past year our economy recorded a growth of 3,7%, which
was mainly a result of the exportations of the companies in the
free economic zones as well as of the governmental significant
fiscal stimulus. The banking sector even in 2014 remained
stable, solvent and highly capitalized as perceived from the credit
and deposit growth realized, achieving a level over 10%.
In 2014 Sparkasse Bank Makedonija AD Skopje was among
the banks with highest capitalization ratio, which on the long
term enables to the Bank exceptional growth potential. We
completely make use of the advantages arising from affiliation
to the Steiermärkische Sparkasse and Erste Group both related
to attracting global and regional clients and assuming the Group
know-how.
In the course of last year, the Bank continued to introduce
innovations and new products, increased the client base and
improved the cross-selling ratio. We maintained the high level of
confidence among our clients which resulted in becoming the top
of mind Bank. While all activities and measures taken in 2014
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Our Owner

– and especially – when times are tough. I am particularly
happy that more and more clients recognize this – in 2014
we had growth rates above 10% in both client loans and client
deposits, these were among the highest growth rates we
recorded in the region. Allow me to express my gratitude and
appreciation to the clients and colleagues at Sparkasse Bank
Makedonija for making this possible“, explains Sava Dalbokov,
management board member of Steiermärkische Sparkasse
and chairman of the supervisory board of Sparkasse Bank
Makedonija AD.
190 years long tradition of trust and safety
Total assets of 14,4 billion Euros
„In 2014 we made significant progress in improving the quality
and competitiveness of our services as well as in increasing
the financial strength of Sparkasse Bank Makedonija. We are
a long-term investor in Macedonia and our Bank has one of
the highest capitalization ratios in the country. Our strategy is
to develop banks that offer stability and safety to clients even

Sparkasse Bank Makedonija AD is majority-owned by
Steiermärkische Bank und Sparkassen AG, which holds 97% of
the Bank’s shares. Steiermärkische Bank und Sparkassen AG,
headquartered in Graz, is one of the largest regional banks in
the south of Austria. As a member of the Austrian Savings Banks
Group (Sparkassengruppe, consisting of 47 savings banks and the
Erste Group Bank, as its lead institution), it is part of one of the
strongest banking groups in Europe. The Group has a long-term
strategic orientation toward the Western Balkans region, making
it a reliable parent institution for Sparkasse Bank Makedonija AD
and committed investor in Macedonia as a whole.
Steiermärkische Sparkasse is a universal bank offering broad
services for retail customers, SMEs, private banking customers,
large corporations and public authorities. It was founded 190
years ago, in 1825 by a group of wealthy and socially conscious
individuals known as the “association of philanthropists”.
These new savings banks were intended to provide simple
financial services (savings & loans) to an emerging middle class
of workers, craftsmen and small income-earners, thus giving
them increased security and better development prospects.
Originally, the Sparkasse was set up as a non-profit organisation
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500 branches and regional centers
6.200 employees
Over 2,4 mio. clients

and the generated profits were invested in „public benefit
projects“, such as building public infrastructure, supporting
culture, the regional economy and the socially weak. To this
day, the business activities of Steiermärkische Sparkasse and
its group companies aim not only to create material wealth but
also to support social development, culture and other projects
for the common good. Steiermärkische Sparkasse dedicates a
material portion of its profits to such initiatives.
Twenty years ago, Steiermärkische Sparkasse embarked on an
expansion strategy for its home market to include the emerging
markets in South-Eastern Europe (SEE). As a consequence,
the Steiermärkische Sparkasse now has strategic banking
participations in Slovenia, Croatia, Bosnia and Herzegovina,
Montenegro, Macedonia and Serbia – this is one of the most
comprehensive banking networks in the region. The number of
customers in the region has grown significantly over the past 15
years and today Steiermärkische Sparkasse Group serves some
2 million clients in SEE. The Group is also very well positioned
to support Austrian and international clients in their activities
in the region, building more and more „economic bridges“
between SEE and Austria / Central Europe.
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GENERAL BANK DATA
Bank’s profile
Sparkasse Bank Makedonija – tradition, reliability
and trust!
Tradition, reliability and trust are synonyms for Sparkasse brand
which has been present in Austria for almost 2 centuries. Those
values are integral part of Sparkasse Bank Makedonija as a part
of Steiermärkische Sparkasse Group. We are a Bank where our
clients and employees feel safe and confident.
The Bank finished 2014 with a total assets of MKD 16.073,9
billion, 58.000 active clients served in 26 branches of the Bank.
The Bank in the past year dedicated to IT system stabilization and
upgrade, network restructuring, full application of the new tools
related to assessment of the potential clients’ creditworthiness
and completion of the loan portfolio cleaning process.

In every relationship, it is the people that count
The Bank operations last year were focused on creating attractive
offer of new products tailor made to the needs of every member
of the family and ensuring progressive care for the clients. Bank
of your family means that we think about every member of your
family, from the youngest to the eldest.
In addition to the care for our clients, which is in the focus of our
operations, the Bank invested in the advancement and incentive of
our employees, since satisfied and motivated employees are the key
for success of a company. We aim at building direct relations with
our employees, creating opportunities for open communication,
promoting initiative and fostering top professionals and creating
conditions for productive work environment producing benefits for
everyone.
Optimization of values of all key stakeholders: employees, clients,
shareholders and community is a part of the Bank long-term strategy.

Corporate banking
The offer of wide assortment of products, direct and friendly
attitude to our clients and finding out best way to satisfy their
needs is evidence of our care for the clients. Supported by the
Group know-how we introduced project finance to serve our
corporate clients.

Retail banking
Our objective is, through fast and quality service, and by introducing
new and competitive products, to provide best service to our
clients. Following the needs of entire family, the Bank has enriched
its palette of products for all family members. When creating retail
service we have introduced a new approach of assessment of the
clients’ creditworthiness, taking into consideration the income of
the whole family. The Bank, also, was the first to introduce housing
loan model with fixed interest rate in the first five years.
Last year Sparkasse Bank was the first bank in Macedonia to
introduce new ATM deposit and foreign exchange machines, thus
enabling its clients a new and modern way to make use of the
banking services.

Strategy
Our long-term strategy is to become a reliable Bank for its clients
being considered a long-term partner in finding best solutions
for their financial needs, thus optimizing the values of each
key stakeholders: clients, shareholders, employees and local
community. This also includes continuous increase in the market
share and ranking among the three best banks in the Republic
of Macedonia. Corporate social responsibility and commitment for
socially responsible operation are also an integral part of the Bank
long-term strategy.

Socially responsible company
Concern for the community is imprinted in the Bank corporate
structure. The continuous inclusion in projects related to support
to socially vulnerable groups, sports, education, culture and
environment protection affirms the Bank social responsibility. Our
actions as socially responsible company are closely related to the
basic Bank business activity. The success of our Bank is not only
measured by its profitability but also by its contribution made for
the entire community.
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BUSINESS ACTIVITIES
1. Macroeconomic Environment
Slight recovery of the global economy and financial markets also
continued in 2014. This has been mainly induced by considerable
fall of the oil price denoting last year. The decrease of oil price
accompanied by the strong growth of the USA economy was the
main factors of growth of world economy by 3%. Euro zone facing
slight deflation realized positive annual GDP growth rate of 1%.
Although the forecasts for 2015 are optimistic, aimed at
accelerating economic activity in the both parts of the Atlantic,
major factors to determine the world economy in the forthcoming
year are the measures of the monetary authorities, oil prices and
dollar/euro exchange rate.
In the past year, Macedonia maintained its macroeconomic stability.
An economic growth of 3,7% was realized and continuous growth
of the industrial production. Bearer of the growth is processing
industry. The growth also induced reduction in unemployment,
which at the end of 2014 was 27,6%. Fiscal policy in 2014 also
continued boosting the Macedonian economy. The started capital
projects, together with improvements in road infrastructure are
expected in 2015 to make additional stimulus to the overall
economic activity. The public debt compared to GDP is 45,8% in
the last quarter of 2014.

Monetary authority continued to successfully apply its strategy
related to targeting the exchange rate denar/euro. Even though
FX reserves marked a fall under two billion EUR in the first half
of the year, in the second half they rose maintaining adequate
level, covering the import of goods and services for 5,3 months.
Although that in absolute value import exceeds the export realized,
during 2014 balance of payment is maintained on stable level
whereby current account balance is perceived to have improved
both in absolute value and relatively as percentage of GDP (-1,8%
in 2013 to -1,3% in 2014).
With reference to the National Bank of Republic of Macedonia
(hereafter “NBRM”) main objective – maintaining price stability,
in 2014 an average deflation rate of -0,3% is realized, above all as
a result of reduction in the oil prices (energy-generated products)
and food stuffs. Related to the treasury bills, which are main NBRM
instrument in enforcing monetary policy, the amounts offered in
monthly auctions in 2014 maintained the last year level of MKD
25,5 billion equivalents to the interest rate, which in the course of
the whole year stayed stable on historically lowest level of 3,25%.

Financial Sector
The banking system of the Republic of Macedonia during 2014
remained stable and highly liquid, although non-performing loans
increased compared to the previous year. According to recently
published indicators of the Central Bank of banks’ operations
(30.09.2014), the total assets of the banking system increased
by 4,30% compared with 31.12.2013, gross loans to non-financial
entities increased by 6,09% while deposits of non-financial entities

increased by 6,50%. High transfers from abroad (remittances) and
the growth of income led growth in deposits and loans to banks.
That maintained the high level of liquidity.
There were no significant changes in the movement of the nominal
exchange rate of EUR against the rate of MKD during the year.
Although MKD is closely linked to the EUR, the exchange rate of
the USD against the rate of MKD has a significant impact on the
domestic economy.

Exchange rate against the EUR and USD

65,0000
60,0000
55,0000
50,0000

MKD/EUR
MKD/USD

45,0000
40,0000

The condition of the securities market in the Republic of
Macedonia during 2014 is marked by significant improvements
compared to the previous year.

The value of the Macedonian Stock Exchange Index – MBI10 on the
last day of 2014 (30.12.2014) was 1.844,20 index points, which
means slight increase of 7,71% compared to the index value on
the last day trading in 2013 (30.12.2013: 1.738,86 index points).

Graphical representation of the movement of the MBI-10 during 2014
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2. The Bank Activities in 2014
Key financial indicators of the Bank
Income Statements

2014

2013

Net interest income

523,6

568,9

Net fee and commission income

120,8

125,2

Trading income, net

183,3

127,4

Impairement loss

-238,1

-227,6

Personal expense

-228,5

-220,8

Depreciation

-39,2

-36,3

-293,5

-287,7

Profit before tax

28,4

49,1

Profit before tax excluding IBIS expenses

55,0

49,1

Profit for the year

27,8

44,8

Other operating expenses

The main activities of the Bank during 2014 are as follows:

•
•

Completion of the process of cleaning the loan portfolio;
Full implementation of new tools for assessing the
creditworthiness of potential customers;

Total assets

16.073,8

15.236,9

Total equity

2.221,3

2.193,5

Liquidity assets / Total assets

44,0%

48,1%

Participation of cash and cash equivalets in total assets

28,3%

24,5%

Strukture and quality of assets

108,0%

108,0%

Corporate loans / Gross loans

Loans / Deposits

65,7%

65,3%

Retail loans / Gross loans

34,3%

34,7%

2,2%

2,0%

29,4%

32,6%

Participation of fixed assets in total assets
Financial indicators
Capital adequacy rate
own funds

3.048,1

3.083,7

Return on assets ROA

0,2%

0,3%

Return on equity ROE

1,3%

2,1%

Profitability ratios
Net interest income / Total income
Net interest income / Average interest-bearing assets
Salary expenses / Total income

48,5%

50,0%

3,7%

3,8%

21,1%

19,4%

C/I (operating expenses / total operative income)

71,6%

62,4%

Impairement loss on assets / Net interest income

37,3%

36,5%

Provisions / Gross loans

1,9%

2,3%

Number of employees

302

305

Average number of employees

298

299

Assets per average number of employees

53,9

51,0

Loans per average number of employees

34,4

30,3

Deposits per average number of employees

31,8

28,1

Other indicators
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•
•

Restructuring the network;
Stabilizing and upgrading the IT system.

Also, during the year the Bank continued with financing innovation
and new products, increase the customer base, increase cross
selling of products and increase the perception of health and
stable bank.

3. Financial performances
3.1. Assets and Liabilities of the Bank

Balance Sheet
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Main features of the operation of Sparkasse Bank Makedonia AD
Skopje. (hereinafter Bank) in 2014 were to provide satisfaction
for customers, employees, shareholders and the community. This
leads to the growth of the bank is supported by all the participants.

The total assets of the Bank at the end of 2014 reached the
amount of 16.073,9 million and an increase of 5,5% compared to
last year, within the increase the Bank began expansion after two
years of cleaning the loan portfolio, which reveals by the increase
of lending activity.

Total assets

20.000.000
18.000.000
16.000.000
14.000.000
12.000.000
10.000.000
8.000.000
6.000.000
4.000.000
2.000.000
0

(MKD'000)

Structure of loans by borrower
2014
Corporate loans
6.734,6
Retail loans
3.517,0

2013
5.917,8
3.143,2

change %
13,8%
11,9%

Loans and advances to
customers

10.251,6

9.061,0

13,1%

less: impairement loss

-1.745,9

-1.541,2

13,1%

Net loans and advances
to customers

8.505,7

7.519,8

13,1%

Basic priority of the Bank in the course of 2014 was assuming
lower risk and consideration of quality clients, or increasing the
loan portfolio quality. In the loan analysis, the Bank has introduced
special tools for identification of the clients’ creditworthiness
such as SABINE for corporate and KRIMI for retail clients.

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

Cash and cash equivalents as of 31.12.2014 amount to MKD
4.541,2, which is an increase by 21,5% compared to the previous
year, mainly due to increased current accounts and deposits in
foreign banks and increased treasure bills as of year end.
Investments in securities as of 31.12.2014 amount to MKD
2.525,6 million recording a decrease of 23,1% compared to
previous year.
Loans and receivables from clients in the private sector totaling
to MKD 10.251,6 million recorded increase of 13,1% compared to
the previous year.

Other receivables amounting to MKD 134,7 million include
receivables from fees and commissions, other receivables from
buyers, charges paid in advance and receivables on other bases.
Foreclosed assets amount to MKD 3,7 million and record
decrease of 51,4% or MKD 4,0 million compared to the previous
year level.
Intangible assets amount to MKD 20,7 million. Compared to the
previous year they increased by 42,2%, or MKD 6,1 million, due
to stabilization and upgrate of IT system.
Property and equipment total to MKD 337,8 million noting an
increase of 16,2% compared to the previous year, mainly due to
investments in ATM network.

Sparkasse Bank Makedonija АD Skopje - Annual Report 2014
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Structure of assets

100%

2,23%
0,89%

90%

15,71%

2,00%
0,55%

Fixed
assets

21,55%

Other
assets

80%

3.3. Statement of Comprehensive Income for the
Period

Deposits from banks and credit lines on the analyzed date
amount to MKD 3.125,1 million.

In 2014 Sparkasse Bank Makedonija AD Skopje (hereinafter
referred to as the Bank) achieved the following results in its
operation in the period analysed:

Deposits from other clients of MKD 9.491,1 million contribute to
59,0% in the total resources.

Securities

70%
60%

Total liabilities of the Bank on 31.12.2014 amount to MKD
13.852,6 million. Together with equity of MKD 2.221,3 million,
total resources of the Bank amount to MKD 16.073,9 million.

Loans
Liquid
assets

52,92%

50%

51,36%

40%
30%

Corporate deposits amount to MKD 3.954,7 and record an increase
of 14,8% compared to the previous year. Their participation in the
total clients’ deposits amounts to 41,0%. Participation of retail
deposits in the total deposit is 59,0%, amounting to MKD 5.536,4
million, notes an increase by 11,9% compared to last year.

20%
28,25%

10%

24,54%

0%
2014

Difference
Deposits from
Participation
2014
2013
(2:3) in %
customers
Corporate
3.954,7 3.443,5
14,8%
41,0%
deposits
Retail deposits 5.536,4 4.949,6
11,9%
59,0%
Total deposits
9.491,1 8.393,1
13,1%
100,0%
from customers

According to the maturity, short-term deposits have a share of
87,7%, while term deposits 12,3%.

2013

3.2. Equity
Structure of liabilities

100%
90%
80%

13,82%
1,35%

14,40%
1,63%

17,97%
20,79%

70%
60%
50%
40%

Capital
and reserves
Other
payables
Credit lines and
subordinated
debt
Deposits by
clients

59,05%
55,08%

30%

Deposits
by banks

Equity with the share premiums, reserves and profit for the year on
31.12.2014 amount to MKD 2.221,3 million. Its amount increased
for 1.3% compared to the previous year and participates in the
total resource of the Bank with 13,8%.
The equity includes a total of 622.762 ordinary shares with par
value of MKD 2.670
Subordinated debt on 31.12.2014 amounts to MKD 1.019,4
million and it remained unchanged related to the end of 2013.
Capital adequacy ratio as proportion between weighted assets,
risk and own funds of the Bank, as indicator of undertaken
operational risk in balance and off-balance activities of the Bank
on 31.12.2014 totals to 29,4%.
The Bank strategy is to maintain capital adequacy ratio above 15%.

20%
10%
0%

7,81%

2014
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Interest Income
Non financial institutions
State
Banks
Other financial
institutions
Retail

2014

2013

% change

340,0
124,3
25,3

402,1
151,8
41,7

-15,4%
-18,1%
-39,3%

1,6

2,6

-38,5%

217,8

229,7

-5,2%

709,0

827,9

-14,4%

Net interest income from loans at the end of 2014 amounted to
MKD 709,0 million, with recorded decrease of interest income of
14,4% compared to last year. Net interest income is a key position
in the total income of the Bank despite the decrease of the interest
rates in the current year.
In the total income, participation of the interest realized
from non-financial companies and households is largest,
where decrease is noted compared to 2013. Main reason
for the decrease is uncompetitive decrease in the loan
interest rates, in response to the reduction in interest
rates on the securities by the Central Bank and the state.
Interest Expense
Non financial institutions
Banks
Other financial
institutions
Retail

2014

2013

% change

25,2
53,8

47,3
71,5

-46,7%
-24,8%

12,1

21,9

-44,7%

94,2

118,2

-20,3%

185,3

258,9

-28,4%

Interest expenses at the end of 2014 amount to MKD 185,3 million
noting decrease of 28,4% compared to the previous year mainly as
a result of decrease in the interest rates with households and nonfinancial companies. The decrease of the interest rates on deposits
has followed the decrease of interest rates on securities.

Fee and commission income at the end of the year amounts to
MKD 188,5 and it is higher by 3,4% compared to that realized
in 2013. The increase is due to the increased corporate turnover
through their accounts as well as increase of the loans.
Fees and commission expenses totaling to MKD 67,7 million are
increased by 18,5% compared to 2013, or by MKD 10,6 million.
Net fee and commision income for performing banking services at
the end of the year amounts to MKD 120,8 million noting decrease
of 3,5% compared to the previous year.
Net trading result from exchange rate differences including
31.12.2014 amounts to MKD 36,1 million. The position of net
trading result compared to 2013 notes increase of 37,0%.
Net impairment loss of financial assets as a result of the effect
of release and allocation of allowance for loans amounts to MKD
238,1 million (of which MKD 42,6 million refer to loss due to
impairment of repossessed assets). In 2013 they totaled to MKD
227,6 million (of which MKD 19,8 million refer to loss due to
impairment of repossessed assets).
Cost for employees amounts to MKD 228,5 million. This amount
is higher by 3,4% compared to 2013. The number of employees at
the end of the year 2014 is 302 employees (2013: 305). The Bank
performs a regular evaluation of employees’ salaries.
The amount of depreciation calculated on 31.12.2014 totaled to
MKD 39,2 million and recorded increase by 8,0% compared to 2013
or an increase of MKD 2,9 million.
Other operating expenses as of 31.12.2014 amounted MKD 293,5
million and increased by 2,0% compare to last year, when were
287,7 million. Mainly they consist of costs for materials and services
29,9% (2013: 28,2%), provision for foreclose assets 19,9% (2013:
27,3%), administrative and marketing costs 12,3% (2013: 11,7%)
and rent expenses 12,1% (2013: 11,2%).
At the end of 2014, Sparkasse Bank Makedonija AD Skopje achieved
positive financial result of MKD 28,4 million before tax, the income
tax amounted to MKD 0,6 million.
The Bank net profit amounts to MKD 27,8 million (2013: MKD 44,8
million). Excluding the IBIS expenses the net profit would have been
MKD 54,4 million).

Largest participation in interest expenses is for retail deposits.
According to the above, net interest income on 31.12.2014 amounts
to MKD 523,7 million, which is by 8,0% lower than that of last year.

8,10%

2013
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4. Risk Management
The focus of risk management in 2014 was primarily effective risk
management that will enable the Bank effective use of available
capital and support health economic entities.
Main goals of risk management in 2014 were as folllows:

•
•
•

retention of the capital strength of the Bank at high level;
Implementation of Group standards in risk management;
effective management of credit risk through;
◦◦ full implementation of rating models for retail and
corporate clients to assess the creditworthiness of
customers,
◦◦ permanent monitoring of clients, early detection of
problems,
◦◦ focus on recovery of bad and doubtful debts.

Effective management of other risks

•
•

Credit risk management was focused on maintaining acceptable
level of risk exposure, covering identified risks with appropriate
level of reservations.
In 2014, the Bank managed to curb the amount and percentage of
non-performing loans which decreased compared to the beginning
of the year, at a time when non-performing loans in the market
had upward trend. The Bank also managed to achieve a significant
level of coverage of non-performing loans with provisions, which
are above the average of the banking sector.

Securities
20,94%

Risk management in 2014 was particularly focused on
approximation of the Group risk management standards, which
was achieved through successful implementation of the Risk
Remediation Program, integral part of which is the Risk Governance
Project. Within these projects, Group documents were adopted
constituting significant approximation of the Group standards, and
in particular:

•
•
•
•
•
•

policies and procedures governing Internal Capital Adequacy
and Enterprise Risk Management Concept;
liquidity risk management ;
collection management;
early warning signals;
calculation of Risk-Weighted Assets;
collateral management;
concept under IFRS for Estimation of Reserves.

Risk management was mainly focused on credit risk management
as one of the greatest risks to which the Bank is exposed; however,
the other risks are accordingly monitored, such as market risk,
liquidity risk, and operational risk. According to the regulations,
the Bank in 2014 also monitored the Internal Capital Adequacy
Assessment Process (ICAAP).

Micro clients
4,84%
Banks
10,01%
Major clients
29,49%
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Small and
medium entities
14,18%

Depending on the internal rating of the clients, the following chart
shows the structure of the loan portfolio by categories of corporate
and retail clients:

•
•
•
•

low risk (1-5c for corporate, delay up to 30 days for retail);
strengthened monitoring (6a-7 and not rated for corporate,
delay of 31-60 days for retail) ;
substandard risk (8 for corporate and delay up to 61-90
days for retail);
non-performing (R).

Credit risk management in 2014 was noted for achieving several
objectives set out for this year, and referring to:

•

Non-performing
20,0%
Low risk
59,2%

Substandard
6,4%
Strenghtened
monitoring
14,4%

full implementation of rating models for retail and corporate
clients to assess the creditworthiness of customers;
full establishment of the function for management of
collaterals within the Directorate for collection of bad and
doubtful loans and foreclosed assets;
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financial results as well as to increase the economic and market
value of the Bank assets and capital.
In the course of 2014, active interest rate policy was continuously
managed based on the Strategic Plan of the Bank as well as on
the competitive position as compared to the other banks in the
market.

4.5. Currency Risk
Currency risk management, during 2014, was achieved in
conditions of stable MKD exchange rate.

The structure of the loan portfolio by risk categories defined
by the regulatory
C: 2,30%

D: 0,73%

G: 9,05%

B: 4,08%

The Bank took effective activities for adequate identification,
measurement, monitoring and control of the currency risk
exposure, which covered determination of currency risk resources,
measurement methods thereof, establishing limits and other
control measures.

4.6. Operational Risk

Individuals
20,54%

4.2. Credit Risk

•

The structure of the loan portfolio by category of corporate
and retail clients

The total exposure to credit risk by type of customer

4.1. Implementing group standards in risk
management

•

strengthening the function of early collection with corporate
clients from their regular portfolio, and mostly collection of
doubtful and non-performing debts;
a new concept was introduced related to approval of
corporate limits in the segment of large and strategic clients
of the Bank – lending based on limits approved in advance.

The chart shows total credit risk exposure by risk categories including exposure to
banks and countries

4.3. Liquidity Risk
In the course of 2014, the Bank actively monitored, managed
and controlled the liquidity risk exposure covering management
of assets and resources of assets as liabilities in accordance
with financial and cash flows and their concentration. Liquidity
risk exposure was measured through external and internal limits
determined, i.e. the Bank’s compliance therewith.
The Bank regularly calculated and reported on the liquidity rates
which were in compliance with the determined statutory limit for the
entire period. As a part of the liquidity risk management process,
the Bank analyzed the level of concentration and participation of
20 largest depositors in the average deposit base as well as their
compliance with the internally established limits.
The Bank continuously fulfilled the legal obligation related to
mandatory reserve in MKD and foreign currencies fully observing
the legislation governing this area.

For the purpose of reducing and maintaining acceptable level of
operational risk, in the course of 2014, the Bank managed the
operational risk through identification, assessment, measurement,
cushioning, monitoring and control of risk exposure. The operational
risk was identified by the Bank through all risk occurrences it was
exposed to, as well as further risk occurrences and factors it might
be exposed, while that risk was measured by the use of the Basic
Indicator Approach.

4.7. Internal Capital Adequacy Assessment Process
(ICAAP)
Pursuant to the applicable regulation requiring introduction of
internal capital adequacy, the Bank, during 2014, also monitored
the Internal Capital Adequacy Assessment based on the Group
standards.
Internal capital adequacy ensured for the Bank support in the risk
management process as well as maintaining coverage potential
which is in compliance with the risk profile, size and complexity of
its financial activities.

In 2014, according to the Group standards related to liquidity
risk management, compliance with liquidity coverage ratios
were monitored pursuant to the LCR Methodology, which was
continuously within the limit defined.

4.4. Interest Rate Risk
Interest rate risk, as a part of the market risk, in the course of
2014, was under permanent monitoring and control in order to
facilitate its efficient management and to achieve the planned
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5. Corporate Banking
Based on the data purchased, the Bank managed to identify
potential target companies, thus opening space for expansion and
diversification of the loan and deposit portfolio.
Increased presence in the market through frequent visits of clients
as well as the offer of wide assortment of products and financial
support to their projects added to intensified loan activity of the Bank.
The Bank through its approach to the customers, subordinate to
their needs provides support in the development of innovative
products, which are competitive in the market, from its own
funds as well as from the credit lines (EBRD, EIB, IFAD), which are
intended for facilitating foreign trade.
Taking into consideration the previous perfection of all its
operational procedures, the Bank in 2014 managed to increase
its loan activity and create a growth higher than the growth in
corporate loan segment on the total banking sector level.
Targeted werecustomers according to the principles were treated
as potential customers with excellent credit rating and customers
that the Bank considers to have a sustainable business that will
be able to generate sufficient flows to repay its obligations in
the coming years. With this the Bank has managed to maintain
and improve the quality of assets, monitoring and collection of
receivables.

Using the know-how of Erste Bank and Steiermaerkishe Sparkasse
and the sister banks in the area we have started a project financing
which is specific for the approach used. The most important project
in the past year was the financing of the project to build a bio-gas
plant to produce electricity.

2.000,0
0,0

6.000,0
4.000,0

90%

136,4
154,4
82,3

73,8
144,9
90,9

80%

454,8

492,2

2013

2014
Loans

Deposits

50%
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credit cards
overdrafts

1.259,6

1.569,9

housing loans

40%

consumer loans

30%
20%
10%

752,5

870,0

0%

6. Retail Banking

Following the needs of the whole family, the Bank enriched its pallet
of products for all family members, commencing from Housing
Loan as to student loans intended for the young population. The
Bank was first to introduce to the market a model of mortgage with
a fixed interest rate for the first five years. Relating to that, our work
was focused on building long-term relations with our clients, offer

other loans

mortgage loans

2013

The Bank assumed activities focused on strengthening its position
in the market as recognizable bank that comprehends and satisfies
its clients’ financial needs offering the best financial solutions.
We persist in promotion of stability, tradition and trust and build
our growth as sound and prudent bank offering excellent service
and modern banking solutions adapted to the conditions of the
domestic market.

Retail deposits

60%

The Bank was not only focused on locating new clients but also
on deepening its cooperation with the existing clients and offering
improved and tailor-made products and services, which contributes
to better efficiency of their operation.

Delivery of prompt and quality service accompanying the pallet of
attractive loan and deposit products remained our priorities and
day to day commitment during 2014.

2014

70%

2.000,0
0,0

Cross-selling activities with existing clients and attracting new clients employed in solvent companies continued. The special offers
created for target clients added to the increase of sales and continuous maintenance of the loan portfolio quality.

Retail regular loans structure (in mil MKD)
100%

3.954,7

3.525,6

2013
Retail loans

Corporate loans and deposits in million MKD
6.734,6

3.517,0

3.143,2

4.000,0

Also in 2014 we have a large increase in the area of off-balance
sheet activities (guarantees and letter of credits) with a growth of
241%.

5.917,8

5.536,4

4.867,5

6.000,0

The Bank corporate loan portfolio noted an increase by 13,8%
compared to the previous year, and the deposits were increased
by 11,5%.

8.000,0

In addition, the activities were focused on improving the branches’ performances, optimization of the processes and integrity in specially created service model. Work activities taking place within the new model
were aimed at optimal use of space and resources in the sales network
Furthermore, Sparkasse Bank took continuous care of arranging its
branches in compliance with the Group standards and aimed at distinguishable appearance and modern space for its clients and employees.

Retail loans and deposits (in mil MKD)

2014

For the purpose of ensuring simple, prompt and efficient transaction operations, the Bank in 2014 was also engaged in introducing
new modern and innovative products that will stimulate elevated
use of direct distribution channels, implementation of Visa License
for POS terminals, FX for foreign currency payments in E-Banking,
S-Token and etc. Sparkasse Bank was the first to introduce to the
market a unique model of ATMs with deposit and changer function.
All these activities were aimed at increasing the availability of the
Bank towards its customers and approaching to their real needs.
In terms of distribution channels, there was a fourfold increase in
turnover of POS devices, as compared to 2013.
In the segment of micro clients, Sparkasse Bank followed the market trends through an offer of new products and packages, in order
to attract new as well as retain existing clients.
Individual approach was applied to intercept the clients’ real needs
and to deliver the most appropriate service.
The Bank was also continuously committed on perfecting the employees’ skills through delivering training on sales, care for the clients and operational transaction performance.

of competitive terms and conditions and quality banking service.
The total retail loan portfolio at the end of 2014 amounted to MKD
3,517.0 million and recorded an increase of 11,9% compared to
the condition at the end of 2013.
In 2014, an increase in the housing loan portfolio by 24,6%
compared to 2013 was recorded, and its share in the structure of
the retail credit exposure increased from 40% to 45% compared to
2013. Retail loans recorded an annual growth by 15,6% compared
to 2013.
In the part of retail deposits emphasis was put on maintaining
deposit portfolio stability and structure, which also kept continuous
growth in 2014.
The growth of the portfolio in the retail exceeded the percentage
growth in the banking sector in Macedonia in 2014.
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7.

Liquidity Management and Placements Into Securities

The Bank’s liquidity and liquid assets during 2014 were
maintained at high level. Under the commitment related to
minimizing the credit risk of investments, excess cash assets
were mainly placed into debt securities issued by the state and
into NBRM instruments. In the interbank money market, the Bank
mainly appeared on the side of the suply.
Reduction of interest rates of the state securities in the second
half of 2014 had a significant impact on the liquidity management.
The reduction trend started in the first half of July, and interest
rates alleviated on a new level in the beginning of November. In
that period, interest rates of 1-year state bills were reduced by
1,9%, while 2- , 5- and 10- year state bills were reduced by 1,8%,
1,9% and 1,5%, respectively. From maturity offer 6-month state
bills were excluded (last emission in June).
Such movements of the state securities caused changes in the
securities portfolio structure. The portion of state bills in the total
securities portfolio decreased from 83% to 27%, or investments in
state bills were reduced by 54% in the period from June-December
2014. Considering the higher nominal interest rates, investments

in government bonds increased by 70% in the same period,
reaching 27% of the total portfolio at the end of the year (17% in
June). As a result of the most favorable interest rate in the second
half of the year, significant placements were made in treasury bills
(reaching 36% of the total portfolio at the end of the year).
Changes in the government securities interest rates influenced the
interest income of the Bank. This adverse effect was additionally
intensified by correction of NBRM overnight and 7-day deposit
interest rates, which in October 2014 were reduced for 0,25%.
Due to high liquidity and reduction of the interest rates of state
securities, investments in NBRM overnight and 7-day deposits
increased by 740% and 20% respectively, compared to 2013.

8. Marketing Activities
Marketing activities in 2014 were generally focused on promotion
of attractive offers by the Bank and introducing new and innovative solutions following modern banking trends. “Bank’s Responsibility” when assessing the clients’ creditworthiness and taking
into account incomes of all family members, was an initiative for
introducing the new slogan “The Bank of your Family”, which was
introduced in all public communication channels.

In 2014, the Bank generally appeared on the side of the supply
in the interbank money market. Although the increased liquidity
level in the entire banking system reduced the needs and interest
of the other banks related to short-term lending, the Bank, during
the year, realized total short-term placements almost equivalent
to the level of 2013.

The Bank continued its tradition to support projects and events
in the sphere of development of culture, art and film. Among the
most significant projects was the support to Braka Manaki Film
Festival, Vienna Ball organized by the Embassy of R. Austria, Macedonian Opera and Ballet, Macedonian Austrian Days organized by
Alpbach Club – Macedonia, and for the first time this year the Bank
supported the manifestation of “Ohrid Summer Festival”.
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9. Corporate Social Responsibility

10. Human Resources

Corporate social responsibility is an integral part of Sparkasse Bank
Makedonija identity as a part of Steiermärkische Sparkasse and
Erste Group, which for almost 2 centuries has been incorporated
in its operation. Following the model of its parent Bank, Sparkasse
Bank Makedonija implements its traditional social responsibility
projects in a number of segments: social segment – protection
and support to socially vulnerable categories (parentless children
and children without parental care) and to persons with rare and
serious diseases, educational segment – support to young and
talented students, environment as segment – through taking
measures for environment protection and internal segment –
through projects for development of initiatives and creativity of the
employees within the organization.
Sparkasse Bank established partnerships with a number of
companies and institutions for realization of projects such as

In 2014, the Bank continued its commitment to corporate value
and continuous human capital development. Like the previous year,
2014 was marked with promotion of human resource quality through
recruiting high-professional staff with additional knowledge and skills
contributing to development of the processes and services in the
Bank as well as building of new corporate culture.
The intensive team cooperation made it possible to implement the
new model of services in the Bank branches, which contributed to
promotion of the business processes, efficiency and securing quality
and prompt service to the clients. Moreover, the new organization of
the corporate division ensured additional increase in the operation
efficiency and extending the palette of high-quality banking products
and services for the companies in the country, based on the modern
Group standards.
As evidence for the commitments related to building socially
responsible practice in its work, Sparkasse Bank was granted
awards and acknowledgements in 2014 by the Center of Institutional

In 2014, the remuneration system was additionally promoted, based
on salary grade matrix, which encourages and motivates success and
rewarding on the grounds of objective, qualitative and quantitative
success indicators. On these ground evaluation system is built up,
based on key indicators of staff efficiency as well as evaluation of
specific skills and knowledge related to the job requirements.

candidates who find themselves as a part of successful, dynamic and
modern bank.
In 2014 special emphasis was put on internal transfer of knowledge
through introducing the concept of internal trainers, a concept which
was developed through exchange of experiences and cooperation
with the members of ERSTE Group. The training realized was focused
on acquiring, maintaining and resuming operational knowledge
and skills related to sales and negotiations, loan analysis based on
the Group standards as well as strengthening competences of line
managers. Amendments to the relevant legislation were followed as
well as the new trends applicable in our operation. The concept of
mentoring, introduced last year or the concept of internal transfer of
knowledge and experiences through promotion of positive operational
models continued to be applied enabling personal and professional
development of the management.
Structure of employees
front office vs. back office

Level of education
45,4%

1,0%

11,9%

0,3%

8,6%

54,6%

Front office
Back ofice

Doctors of sciences
Masters of Science
University education

“The Best in South-East”, through which the best students of
the Balkans have an opportunity to acquire practical experience
in Steiermärkische Sparkasse and completion and continuation
of their studies at Karl-Franzens University of Graz, R. Austria,
“SOS Detsko selo” for support of children without parental care,
the project “Recycling – SAY YES!” in cooperation with Pakomak
Company to raise awareness for environment protection since very
young age and Red Cross of Skopje City through organizing blood
donation in the Bank premises.

Development – CIR-a for responsible attitude to the environment
for the project “Recycling – SAY YES!”, acknowledgement for
successfully implemented socially responsible operation by the
Ministry of Economy of the Republic of Macedonia for the project
“Bank Alphabet” and acknowledgement from “SOS Detsko selo”
for most successful campaign of the project “Summer Camp Medo
Stedo”. Those acknowledgements are our motive for further
inclusion in the development strategy of the Bank as socially
responsible company.

Through donations for equipping the Daily Center for Treatment of
People with Autism, ADHD and Asperger’s syndrome, organized
by the Civil Organization “In My World” as well as support to SOS
line for victims of family violence, Sparkasse Bank expresses its
humanity and support to protection and treatment of socially
vulnerable categories and persons with rare and serious
diseases.
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Higher education
Secondary education
78,1%

Ensuring organizational efficiency, appropriate allocation of resources
will continue by recruiting and vacancies through the concept of
internal announcements. At the same time, the Bank continued
recruiting talented, motivated, trained and young and potential

The Bank continued its role of active partner of higher educational
institutions, and traditionally supports the development of young
potential through the Group project “Best of South East” for
scholarship to students and education at the top University of Graz
and in the parent bank in Austria.
The Bank continues securing healthy and safe working environment
and harmonization with the relevant legislation.

11. Internal Audit
The internal audit has independent, objective and advisory role, designed to increase the value and improve the organization work. It
also helps the organization to realize its objectives through applying
systematic access for evaluation and improvement of the effectiveness of risk management, control and managing process.

The Division completely fulfilled the Annual Plan related to the
planned regular audits, whereby paying special attention to comply
with all legal obligations and carrying out audits and other activities
in accordance with the risks determined.
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12. Prevention of Money Laundering and Terrorism
Financing
The system established by the Bank for risk management related
to money laundering and terrorism financing is in compliance with
the national legislation as well as with the Group standards. This
contributed to building a relation of trust with the customers and
establishing culture whereby compliance with the legislation and the
standards introduced is integral part of the business relations.

From the aspect of organizational set-up, the Department for
Prevention of Money Laundering and Terrorism Financing is completely
independent in its operation and acts as a separate organizational
part and is directly accountable for its work to the Board of Directors
of the Bank.

13. Regulatory Compliance Control
In 2014, the function of Regulatory Compliance, as a part of
the Cabinet of the Management Board, carried out the activities
within the framework of their competences and in compliance with
applicable laws and planned operational activities for 2014.

In the course of the activities within the competences of the
Regulatory Compliance, irregularities and non-compliances were
not detected, and identified potential conflicts of interest were
disclosed accordingly.

14. Corporate Governance Report
14.1 Summary of significant facts
In 2014, the Cabinet of the Management Board realized their
activities within their competences and in compliance with
applicable laws, internal acts and best practices in the segment of
corporate management.

14.2 Corporate Governance Activities
The Shareholders Assembly
As provided for in law, the Bank shareholders on the regular Annual
Assembly participate in the adoption of decisions of material
importance for the Bank, including adoption of financial reports,
distribution of profit as well as other important structural changes.
Special attention is dedicated to minority shareholders and the
exercise of their rights.
The Supervisory Board
In the course of 2014, in compliance with the national laws, 14
sessions of the Supervisory Board were held, 12 of which were
regular sessions on monthly basis and 2 were extraordinary sessions
as a result of the need for support to the operational functions. The
Supervisory Board monitors and consults the Management Board

on the latter managing activities. Important decisions related to the
Bank as a whole are to be adopted with consent by the Supervisory
Board. The Supervisory Board defines the information and
obligation related to reporting of the Management Board, appoints
the Management Board members and develops long-term plans for
cooperation with the Management Board. The Supervisory Board
revises the efficiency of its work at least once per year, collectively
and from the aspect of each of its members. Pursuant to the laws,
the Supervisory Board has established the Audit Committee and the
Remuneration and Nomination Committee.
For successful realization of its function, the Supervisory Board
works for the purpose of building balanced set-up, takes care
that its members possess the necessary knowledge, capacity and
expertise. The Supervisory Board observes the professional and
gender diversity in the Bank, in particular in the appointment of
the Management Board members and in making proposals for
appointment of members of the Supervisory Board. With regard to
the international activities of the Bank, the Supervisory Board has
adequate number of members possessing extended international
experience, as well as appropriate number of independent
members.
The Table below provides information on the Members of the
Supervisory Board, and their memberships in other Boards.

Member

Main activity

Members of the Supervisory Board and other memberships

Sava Ivanov Dalbokov
Age: 41
First appointment: 11.2010
Till: 02.2017

Member of Management Board of
Steiermärkische Bank und Sparkassen
AG, Graz

Chairman of Supervisory Board of Sparkasse Bank Makedonija AD Skopje
Deputy chairman of Supervisory Board of Erste Bank AD Novi Sad
Deputy chairman of Supervisory Board of Erste & Steiermärkische Bank., Rijeka
Chairman of Supervisory Board of Sparkasse Bank AD Sarajevo
Deputy chairman of Supervisory Board of Sparkasse Bank AD, Ljubljana

Gerhard Fabish
Age: 54
First appointment: 02. 2013
Till: 02. 2017

Chairman of Management Board
of Steiermärkische Bank und
Sparkassen AG, Graz

Deputy chairman of Supervisory Board of Sparkasse Bank Makedonija AD Skopje
Member of Managing Board of ÖWGES Gemeinnützige Wohnbaugesellschaft mbH, Graz
Member of Managing Board of Steiermärkische Verwaltungssparkasse, Graz
Member of Supervisory Board of Sparkassen-Haftungs Aktiengeseschaft, Vienna
Chairman of Supervisory Board of Bankhaus Krentschker & Co Aktiengesellschaft, Graz
Member of Supervisory Board of Donau Versicherungs AG Vienna Insurance
Group, Vienna
Member of Supervisory Board of Erste-Sparinvest Kapitalanlagegeselschaft mbH, Vienna
Deputy chairman of Supervisory Board of Sparkassen Versicherung AG Vienna
Insurance Group, Vienna

Walburga Seidl
Age: 42
First appointment: 11.2008
Till: 02.2017

Head of Strategic Risk Division at
Steiermärkische Bank und Sparkassen
AG, Graz

Member of Supervisory Board of Sparkasse Bank Makedonija AD Skopje
Member of Audit Committee of S-leasing Serbia, Beograd
Member of Audit Committee of Sparkasse Bank AD, Saraevo
Member of the Board ,Risk Management Association of the Austrian savings banks
with joint responsibility

Hans Ludwig Diexer Age: 47
First appointment:05.2012
Till:08.2016

Head of Finance Division at
Steiermärkische Bank und Sparkassen
AG, Graz

Member of Supervisory Board of Sparkasse Bank Makedonija AD Skopje
No membership, not a director

Kristijan Polenak
Age: 44
First appointment:05.2011
Till:02.2017

Managing Partner in law company
“Polenak”

Independent member of Supervisory Board of Sparkasse Bank Makedonija AD
Skopje
No membership, not a director

Branko Azeski
Age: 53
First appointment:05.2011
Till: 02.2017

President of Economic Chamber of
Macedonia

Independent member of Supervisory Board of Sparkasse Bank Makedonija AD
Skopje
No membership, not a director

The Audit Committee
In the course of 2014, the Audit Committee held 5 sessions. The
Audit Committee monitors financial accounting, including the accounting process and efficiency of the internal control system, risk
management, and in particular, efficiency of the risk management
system as well as efficiency of the internal audit system, compliance and audit of annual financial statements.The Board reviews
the documentation related to the annual financial statements and
analyzes audit reports of the independent audit company. As of 31
Member

Main activity

Gligor Bishev
Age: 57
First appointment: Маy 2013
Till: Маy 2018

Chairman of Managing Board of Sparkasse
Bank Makedonija AD Skopje

December 2014, members of the Audit Committee are Mr.Sava
Dalbokov, Mr. Gerhard Fabisch, Ms.Walburga Seidl, Mr.Hans Ludwig Diexer and Mr.Ljupco Pecev.
The Management Board
In 2014, the Management Board of the Bank consists of three
Members, with clearly defined and diversified competences and
responsibilities. The Table below shows the information on the current Management Board members.
Areas of responsibility
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

sales – retail management
finance;
marketing and communications;
processing ;
human resources;
assets managemet;
coordination cabinet of the BoD;
coordination of internal audit;

Member of ALCO, OLC
Chairman of European Business Association in Macedonia
Aleksandra Radic
Age: 40
First appointment: November 2010
Till: November 2015

Member of Managing Board of Sparkasse Bank
Makedonija AD Skopje

Sasha Boko
Age: 43
First appointment: December 2012
Till: December 2018

Member of Managing Board of Sparkasse Bank
Makedonija AD Skopje

•
•
•
•

risk management;
functions to prevent money laundering and financing of terrorism;
organization and IT;
legal activities;

Member of the Risk Management Board, ONIT and ALCO
•
•

Sales – managing corporate clients
Property Management and Security;

Member of ALCO

Other Board and Bodies of the Bank
The Supervisory and Management Boards have established the
following standing boards – Risk Management Board, IT Steering
Committee (ONIT), Operational Liquidity Committee, (OLC), ALCO,
Audit Committee and Remuneration and Nomination Committee.
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Regular reports submitted to the Management Board and Supervisory Board includes specific information on the work of the Committees in the course of the previous year.
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BUSINESS POLICY AND DEVELOPMENT PLAN OF SPARKASSE
BANK MAKEDONIJA AD SKOPJE FOR 2015

A. Macroeconomic Projections for 2015
The global economic environment has not undergone major
changes compared to the latest assessments made by the
National Bank of the Republic of Macedonia (hereinafter referred
to as NBRM).Uncertainties remain, , yet the latest indicators
suggest that some risks are reduced compared to the projections
from October 2014. This particularly refers to the Euro zone, where
recent high frequency indicators of growth point to performance
which is higher (0,3% in the fourth quarter, on quarterly basis)
expected by the European Central Bank (hereinafter referred to
as ECB). The achievements at the end of the previous year and
at the beginning of this year, as well as, the expectations of
favorable transferred effects from the low oil prices, exchange
rate depreciation of the euro and the effect from the monetary
measures taken by ECB, had impact on the upward revision of the
projections related to the growth of the Euro zone in the next two
years for about 1 percentage point (1,5% and 1,9% for 2015 and
2016, respectively), cumulative. On the other hand, in February
2015, third month in succession, negative inflation rate of -0,3% is
achieved (although with delayed intensity), as a result of the fall of
the world oil prices.
According to those achievements, projections of the inflation
rates for 2015 are reduced, with moderate upward revision of the
expected price level in 2016 (from 0,7% and 1,3% compared to
the ECB March projections of 0,0% and 1,5% for 2015 and 2016,
respectively). Inflation achievements and expectations show that
the possibility of extended deflation will further remain a key
challenge for monetary policy in the Euro zone, and the expected
healing of the economy is not sufficient for better utilization of the
economic potential and for reduction of this risk. In this context,
in the meeting held in March 2015, ECB retained the reference
interest rate unchanged, and this meeting was focused on the
application of a set of nonstandard measures announced by ECB in
the January meeting, application of which started on 09.03.2015.
Observed from a viewpoint of the individual quantitative external
environment indicators for the Macedonian economy, the
assessments regarding the foreign effective demand for the
period 2014-2015 underwent minor changes relative to the
October projection. New assessments direct to somehow weaker
recovery of the foreign demand, mainly due to the weaker aspects
of neighboring economies (Serbia and Bulgaria). For 2016 there
are no changes in the expectations related to the growth of foreign
demand.
Changes in the projections related to the prices of primary
products go in different direction. Latest developments and
assessments of world oil prices further indicate to lower price
levels of this energy source compared to October expectations and
accordingly, less pressure on inflation and terms of trade in 2015.
It is expected that oil prices rise in 2016 contrary to the expected
stagnation in October projections. The latest fluctuations of metal
prices indicate to somehow more favorable fluctuations in nickel
and copper in comparison to the projections from October. Related
to food prices, the latest data on cereals indicate to higher price
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levels for these types of products, which directs to somehow higher
import pressures through this channel on the domestic inflation
and the terms of trade compared to the projections in October.
Frequent adjustments in the expectations related to the prices
of primary products confirm the high uncertainty of their future
movements.
The latest data related on FX reserves show substantial decline
since the beginning of the year (excluding the effects of price
and exchange rate differences and changes in securities price).
Analyzing through the change of factors, the reduction of reserves
in this period is a result of transactions for account of the
government, with the greatest effect of the early repayment of the
loan from the IMF, used within the Precautionary Credit Line.
According to the indicators of the external sector, the data on
the balance of payments for 2014 confirm the previous findings
of lower than expected current account deficit in 2014 (1,3% of
GDP compared to the projected deficit of 2,7% of GDP).The better
than expected export performance of new export-oriented facilities
almost halved the projected deficit. On the other hand, incurred
net liabilities on financial transactions have generated somewhat
lower inflows than expected, mainly due to the accumulation
of foreign currencies by the banks. With regard to the latest
available external data, foreign trade indicators for January 2015
point out to lower trade deficit as a combined effect of the good
performance of the new companies and smaller pressures from
energy imports due to the lower than projected oil price. Net
purchase from currency exchange operations including February
signals for increasing private transfers and better performance
than the projected, which is most likely due to the high purchase
of Swiss Francs, after the Swiss National Bank abandoned the
exchange rate target and the strong appreciation in mid-January
2015. The analysis of FX reserves adequacy indicators shows that
they continue to move within a safe zone.
The latest high frequency data for the economic activity for the
last quarter of 2014 indicate to further growth of the domestic
economy with likely similar pace as in the previous quarter.
The continuous growth of economy in the last quarter can be
perceived through the most of the sector indicators, with positive
annual developments being observed in the construction sector
for the first time in half a year, with intensified activity in the area
of infrastructure. So far movements of the economic activity
indicators point out to possible higher growth in 2014 than the
expected. With reference to monetary movements, credit market
data for January indicate to reduction in the credit flows on monthly
bases with weaker credit activity in the corporate segment. Such
movements are not unusual for this period of the year; however
it is a short period to forecast the durability of these movements.
Related to the deposit potential, stable growth was achieved in
January, as projected in October. However, considering the strong
growth of loans and deposits at the end of the previous year, which
exceeded expectations, the deposits and loans levels are above or
close to the projections for the first quarter. The latest EURIBOR
assessments indicate its lower level in 2015-2016 compared to
October projection.
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Based on the favorable results achieved in previous year, as well
as on the positive expectations for 2015 on behalf of NBRM,
Sparkasse Bank Makedonija AD Skopje (hereinafter referred to
as the Bank) expects 9% - 10% growth of lending business on

market level and growth of deposits from customers around 7% 8%. These market estimations were incorporated in the Business
Policy and Development Plan of the Bank for 2015.

B. Objectives and Tasks of Business Policy of Sparkasse
Bank Makedonija for 2015
Objectives of Business Policy will act to ensure realization of the
global strategic commitments of the Bank defined in our Vision
and Mission, in compliance with the values represented by our
majority shareholder and strategic partner Steiermaerkische Bank
and Sparkassen AG Graz.
Vision: to be a modern bank, that satisfies the clients’ expectations
and creates new values for its employees and shareholders.
Mission: positioning among the three first banks in the market by
the clients preferences, a bank which meets its clients’ needs and
supports their projects.
The tasks and activities precisely defined in the Business Policy of
the Bank for 2015 will be solely focused on the achievement of the
strategic non-financial and financial goals of the Bank reflected in
the Budget for 2015.
Key non-financial objectives of the Business Policy for 2015 are
contained in the Vision and Mission of the Bank and they will be
further focused on maximization of the values of its three major
target groups:

•
•
•

clients – easy access to quality services structured and
fitting to meet their needs and securing leading position
in the market by introducing new, up-to-date and inventive
product solutions and services;
shareholders – creating continuous added value for the
shareholders of the Bank through undertaking acceptable
risks, increase in the capital and ensuring long-term stability
of the Bank;
employees – modern sales skills and permanent
improvement and promotion process as well as introduction
of adequate remuneration system.

The key strategic objective of the Bank for 2015 is primarily focused
on achieving critical market share and market position that will
ensure long-term profitability and sustainability of the Bank.
How will the Bank achieve its key strategic commitment for the
forthcoming year? The answer to this question determines the key
strategic task of the Business Policy for 2015:

•

creating distinctiveness in the market through change of
the client’s perception of the Bank as “different from other
banks”.

How will full realization of the strategic tasks of the Business Policy
for 2015 be secured?

•
•
•
•
•

creating an offer of adequate and innovative products that
will satisfy the increasing needs of the modern client;
increasing the service quality through enhancing
effectiveness and efficiency in general (both in internal
processes and delivery of services to the final beneficiary
– clients);
full implementation of the new servicing model in terms of
optimization of the business network from the aspect of size,
location and well trained sales staff;
efficient upgrade of the information system and adjustment
to the business and Group’s needs through simplifying
internal processes and ensuring implementation of
innovative products – solutions;
close cooperation and efficient coordination of the
cross-selling activities between the Corporate and Retail
Divisions.

For the purpose of meeting strategic commitments, priority nonfinancial objectives and tasks of the Business Policy in the next
period are the following:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

upgrade project of the Bank information system;
targeting and overtaking clients with good rating;
defining maximum internal limits of exposure for key existing
and new clients as a lending strategy related to corporate
clients;
establishing Contact Center for the retail segment;
centralization of the sales staff through further development
of regional centers;
improvement of efficiency of the lending process through
simplifying the procedures;
elevating the level of the sales staff’s selling skills aimed at
satisfied clients and enhanced profitability;
establishing and maintaining stable deposit base both from
corporate and retail clients;
introducing new type – contactless cards (following new
trends);
attractive location for different distribution channels (deposit
and exchange ATMs, E-banking terminals, M-banking
services, information desks, information displays of the
Bank’s products and online applications).
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PROGRAM OF MEASURES AND ACTIVITIES FOR REALIZATION OF
STRATEGIC GOALS OF THE BUSINESS POLICY FOR 2015
The strategic commitment on enhancing the market position will be
achieved through realization of planned moderate but permanent
and stable increase in the market participation, which in addition
to price competitiveness will be primarily based on the following:

•
•
•

bank’s reputation in the market;
bank’s inclusion in all spheres of social life, through
Corporate Social Responsibility Program;
group’s distinctiveness in the region.

MARKET SHARE
commercial loans
retail loans
TOTAL GROSS LOANS
deposits from commercial clients
deposits from retail clients
TOTAL DEPOSITS

2013
4,3%
3,3%
3,9%
4,9%
2,6%
3,2%

2014
4,5%
3,3%
4,0%
4,8%
2,7%
3,3%

B2015
5,1%
3,4%
4,3%
5,5%
2,9%
3,6%

All above objectives and measures are expected to result in
achieving the main financial objectives of the Business Policy of
the Bank:

•
•
•
•
•
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maintaining optimum liquidity and ensuring overall financial
stability of the Bank – securing timely payment of all due
obligations;
achieving full harmonization with external and internal
regulations;
increase in the scope of operations, reinforcing sales and
profitability through introduction of new products;
improving of interest margin;
increase in exchange market turnover;

•
•
•
•

completing the process of cleaning up loan portfolio from
non-performing loans;
increasing the participation of denar loans in the total
portfolio in compliance with the existing FX strategy;
increasing the participation of sight deposits and long-term
foreign currency deposits in the total deposit base;
maintaining high capital adequacy ratio.

Quantified in key indicators, financial objectives in the Business
Policy of the Bank envisage:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

achieving average Return on Equity Ratio (ROE) of 2,1%;
achieving average Return on Assets Ratio (ROA) of 0,3%;
maintaining capital adequacy ratio of 23,.8%;
loan to Deposit Ratio of 110,.9%;
cost/Income Ration of 70,0%;
increase of participation of interest income in total assets of
the Bank to 3,9%;
increase of interest margin to 3,6% and increase of net
interest margin to 3,2%;
decrease of participation of non-performing loans in total
loan portfolio to 15,7%;
achieving NPL coverage ratio of 92,1%;
achieving NPE coverage ratio of 95,4%;
ARC at the end of the year of 1,6%;
total assets per average number of employees of MKD 51,8
million;
total loans per average number of employees of MKD 37,2
million.
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1. Risk Management and Collection
During 2015, the part of risk management will be further focused
on continuation of the Risk Governance Project, in terms of
conciliation and approximation to the Group risk management
standards and adoption of new policies and procedures.

•

Improving the collateral management process through:
◦◦ drafting assessments by internal appraisers to improve
lending efficiency and relationship with clients;
◦◦ preparing assessment by internal appraisers;
◦◦ improving the collateral record process, designating
BASEL II relevant collaterals and enhancing collateral
management reporting forms.

•

Repossessed Assets Management Policy
▪▪ the Bank strategy in the part of repossessed assets
management implies repossession of a property only in
case of a known buyer where the intention of purchase is
known, which means fast and adequate translation into
“money”;
▪▪ drafting sales plans of the repossessed property;
▪▪ active internet sale (permanent update of the internet
page with repossessed property for sale);
▪▪ direct contacts with natural and legal person - potential
buyers;
▪▪ cooperation with well-established Real Estate Agencies.

In general, risk management in 2015 as a priority objective will be
focused on the following activities:

•

Improving the early collection process through:
◦◦ reorganization of the Call Center by way of joining the
Collection Center and Contact Center, acquisition of
micro clients and full retail acquisition;
◦◦ further improvement of the Early Warning System (EWS)
through defining weights for each of the signals. EWS
is intended to become a base for selection of clients
that will be nominated as subject to review of the Local
Portfolio Monitoring Committee.

•

Introducing additional risk management functions in the
current Information System of the Bank.

•

Main priorities in the part of strategic risk management for
2015 will be the following:
◦◦ enhancing Operational Risk Management Process for
the purpose of approximation to the Group standards;
◦◦ Improving the data preparation and control process for
drafting Risk-Weighted Assets.

•

Non-performing loans collection and repossessed assets
management
◦◦ approximation to the Group standards in collection
management;
◦◦ establishing clients’ forbearance status in compliance
with the Group standards;
◦◦ enhancing reporting forms for the management and
Group;
◦◦ continuous additional training to the employees.

The measures and activities stated above, will contribute to the
decrease of the participation of non-performing loans in the
portfolio as budgeted, will strengthen portfolio quality and increase
coverage of non-performing loans with adequate risk provisions
level.
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2. Liquidity
2.1. Operating Liquidity Management
Also in 2015, primary strategic objective of the Bank in operating
liquidity management will be ensuring stable operations, timely
realization of due obligations (solvency) and full harmonization with
the external and internal regulations. Operating liquidity management
will be also aimed at optimizing cash flows and coordination of the
Bank’s participation in the money and capital markets.
Operating liquidity management will generally rely on the standards
defined on Group level and will be managed by the determined
limits and granted competences.
Considering the high level of liquidity, in the next year it is expected
that short-term financing needs are covered by the liquidity assets
of the Bank (which are of high quality), by minimizing the needs for
engagement of additional liquidity of interbank money market or
from the Group.
In the part of investment, it is worth mentioning that the
conditions for placement of the excess liquidity in the past period
have significantly deteriorated (decreased interest rates, more
restrictive monetary policy and etc.). Nevertheless, primary interest
for placement of excess liquidity will further consists of state bills,
treasury bills and NBRM overnight and 7-day deposits, although
possibilities will be also used for realizing short-term placements
and in the interbank market. Under the assessment of stability
of certain assets, there is also a possibility of placements in the
capital market (government bonds). The possibilities for placement
of excess liquidity in foreign debt securities also remains an open
option this year, but they are limited taking into consideration
low interest yields of the emissions coming from countries with
adequate (and acceptable by the Group) credit rating.
Operating Liquidity Committee (OLC) will continue its regular
sessions, in which issues related to operating liquidity, placements
of excess liquidity and other relevant issues will be discussed.
Adoption and operational implementation of the Operating Liquidity
Management Procedure is expected next year, which governs the
reporting process of different organizational units related to the
occurrences affecting operating liquidity. The implementation of
the Procedure is expected to facilitate better planning of cash flows
on the level of the Bank, which will contribute to reduced expenses
related to keeping liquidity excess or shortage.
Liquidity simulation, monitoring and reporting will also continue on
daily basis in 2015. Whereas, in the context of Operating Liquidity
Management Procedure, the process of preparing and accuracy
of the simulations is expected to be improved and contribute to
better planning of cash flows.

2.2. Currency Position Management
Open currency position is basic indicator through which the Bank
exposure to the currency risk is measured on daily level. By managing
open currency position the Bank in fact manages its currency risk.
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Fundamental report through which the Bank monitors its currency
risk exposure is the daily regulatory Currency Risk Report. In addition,
currency position will be monitored through internal projections of
open currency position movement and foreign currency liquidity on
short term. Besides the aim to ensure minimized currency risk, the
daily simulation of currency position and liquidity enables planning
and optimization of foreign cash flows.
Reports on currency position and projections of its movement in
the next year will continuously be reviewed on regular basis within
the sessions of OLC and ALCO Committees.
In 2015, the Bank will strive to maintain slight open currency position
on the level of +/-5% of its own funds. This is an acceptable level
of currency risk exposure, which will enable realization of net trading
results and contribute to improvement of the Bank profitability.
For that purpose, primary objective will be to ensure full compliance
with the external and internal regulations as well as observance of
legal and Group limits.
In addition to the legal and internal limits, important internal acts
related to the currency position management of the Bank to be specially
emphasized are FX Strategy and Currency Risk Management Policy of
the Bank. According to these acts, the Bank in 2015 will be focused on
triggering optimized currency structure in the balance sheet, above all,
through realizing its business objectives related to increase of the denar
placements and long-term resources of foreign currency assets.
In the following year, the Bank, besides observing the above limits
and acts in managing the currency position, it will continuously
consider macroeconomic setup changes and FX movements in the
world markets, and accordingly it will take the following activities:

•
•
•
•

identification of currency risk sources
maintaining optimal currency structure of foreign assets and
obligations, which relevant to the exchange rate movements,
will facilitate achieving net trading results
analysis of the effects from currency risk management on all
business aspects of the Bank.

The Asset-Liability Management Department, Assets Management
Division and Strategic Risk Management Department – as
organizational units involved in this matter – will further actively
cooperate to achieve mutual objective, which is more efficient
currency position management of the Bank.

2.3. Securities Investment and Management
Key strategic commitment of the Bank business policy is achieving
adequate profitability level, in particular, through performing
primary banking activities – corporate and retail lending and
deposit operations, while investment of excess available assets
in securities is of secondary importance for the Bank profitability.
Primary objectives of the securities investment policy, ranked by
priorities, will continue as follows:
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•
•
•

securing adequate level of liquid assets and interim
minimizing the investment risk
satisfying eventual needs for collateral lending and use of
monetary policy instruments
generating favorable investment returns without
compromising the other strategic objectives.

With reference to the investment quantity, the Bank esteems that
investment in securities is a residual activity and is largely relevant
to the loan portfolio development of the Bank and eventual excess
liquidity. The Bank’s long-term strategic commitment is to reduce
the securities participation in the total assets up to the level of
around 10%, whereby for 2015 it is envisaged to end the year with
a total investment in securities amounting to EUR 50 million.
The Bank will strive to direct securities investments in high
liquidity instruments, which in compliance with the national and
international regulations has been evaluated as lowest-risk level.
Whereupon, over 98% of the total sum will refer to state securities in
terms of already established instruments in the money market such
as treasury bills and state bills, as well as long-term instruments
such as government bonds, denationalization structural bonds as
well as eventually other instruments available in the market, and

which are provided for in the List of Securities published on the
NBRM website, which are acceptable as collateral for enforcement
of monetary operations.
The Bank will observe the Group limits and standards related
to investment in securities both from the aspect of the portfolio
quality and quantity. According to the needs for risk dispersion and
meeting the Group standards related to investment in top rated
securities, the Bank may also invest in foreign securities to meet
the above primary investment objectives.
The maximum investment level in short- and long- term securities
arises from the internal and Group investment limits, and the
distribution of investment by instruments is conditional to the
above objectives and their priority in a particular period. The
decisions on investment in short-term securities (according to
current analyses and simulated scenarios) will be reviewed and
adopted within the work of the Operating Liquidity Committee
(OLC), while decision on long-term investments falls under the
competence of Asset/Liability Committee (ALCO). The investment
decisions will be adopted based on the Policies and Procedures
for Investment in Securities previously adopted by the Asset/
Liability Committee (ALCO).

3. Corporate Strategy and Operation
The following several key aspects will be in the focus of the strategy
for operation with corporate clients in the 2015 business year:

•
•
•

focus on adequate group of potential clients with an
emphasis to SME clients;
permanent monitoring of the competition and the clients’ needs
increased Cross-selling activities.

In 2014, the Corporate Management Division dedicated to
strengthen its own capacities as well as to improve the loan
portfolio quality. This Division was transformed by way of joining
the SME Department and Large Corporate Department and project
financing in single Sales Support Department. By joining, the
Corporate Management Division now includes two Departments,
Corporate Sales Department and Sales Support Department.

In the part of client focus:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

targeted acquisition of good-rating clients;
targeted acquisition of clients which are not loan users for
the purpose of risk-free product sales and cross sales;
active attraction of deposit clients for the purpose of
diversification of the corporate deposit base;
focus on the existing and new clients and offer of quality
service;
defining maximum exposure of internal limits for the existing
and new clients as a lending strategy;
exit strategy for clients with poor credit history;
exchange of clients within Erste and Sparkasse Group.

In the part of product strategy:

Key objective in 2015 will be to increase the portfolio with growth
rates exceeding those of the market to improve its market position
and continue the effectiveness realized in 2014.

•

Our strategic determination remains, and that is, to be strong
partner to our clients with an offer of attractive and reliable
solutions related to their financial needs.
Key measures for fulfilling the business objectives for 2015 will be
the following:

•
•

•

•
•

increase of loan sales in domestic currency, in accordance
with the FX Strategy adopted;
sales of short-term lending products by optimum prices to
“blue chip” companies as a part of the acquisition strategy;
improvement and development of “trade finance” products;
offer of long-term investment loans from equity and credit
lines;
enhancement of efficiency of products secured by a deposit
emphasize to the increase of sights deposit base.
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5. Pricing Policy and Asset - Liability Management
In the part of development of pricing policy:

•
•

pricing policy by the risk level based on the collateral rating
and quality;
tailor-made prices based on determining profitability on the
client level.

In the part of sales channels:

•
•
•
•

complete offer of services to corporate clients from one point
through the new service – Corporate Service Center – CSC);
centralization of sales staff in several regional centers;
improvement of sales skills through continuous and
compatible training and education;
improvement of efficiency of the lending process through
simplified procedures.

4. Retail Operations and Business Network Management
One of the main tasks of the Business Policy for 2015 in the area
of Retail operations will be satisfying the growing needs of this
segment, in the sphere of product offer as well as in the sphere
of providing excellent service. Consequently, in the part of lending
and deposit operations with Retail (as well as Micro clients), Retail
Management Division will prioritize the following activities:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

implementation of technological innovations aimed at
perfecting part of the existing products, intended for following
contemporary market trends and accelerating sales ;
continuous revision of the terms and conditions related to
the existing lending and deposit products for the purpose of
intercepting the clients’ needs;
Introducing innovative lending products combined with life
insurance;
design of product packaged for young generation;
sales will be focused on consumer loans in domestic
currency, payment cards and overdrafts, housing loans in
foreign currency, sight deposits, long-term foreign currency
deposits and e-banking;
implementation of stimulations related to increase in the
use of credit cards and authorized overdrafts;
Initiating the Retail Contact Center intended for
implementation of integrated activities for the clients’ full
care;
client segmentation and implementation of a new acquisition
concept and servicing VIP clients;
enhancing the offer of business packages for micro clients
which perform most of their operations through the Bank;
Identification and realization of quality business ideas
through adequate financial support and building long-term
partnership relations with the clients;
proactive approach to the micro segment in line with the
anticipated clients’ needs.

•
•
•
•
•
•

of the operations on POS terminals and credit cards;
introduction of new E-Branch communication channel as a
new concept of approach to the clients, directing the clients
to use E-channels of communication for transaction services;
introduction of M-Banking as an easily accessible service
to the clients’ accounts through their cell phones, greater
clients’ satisfaction and reducing the costs by single
transaction;
continuous improvement of E-Banking function to increase
the number of users;
contactless card and POS terminals, in addition to the Banks
objective for following new technologies and changing the
perception for the Bank as “innovative bank”;
continuous spreading of POS and ATM networks;
games of chance for the credit card users, enhanced clients’
loyalty and attracting new clients.

Basic objective that the Bank will strive to realize in 2015 through
its pricing policy are the following:

•
•
•
•

improving interest margin through qualitative change in the
Assets and Liabilities structure;
adequate implementation of costs of risk in the process of
determining product prices;
improving competitive position of the Bank’s products in the
market;
increase of the market participation in the targeted
operational segments.

When determining the interest rates to be charged on the products
and services offered on the market (or paid for the funding
sources), the Bank will pursue the principle of low-cost operation
and cover the expenses by realizing adequate margin to result
into achieving the planned profit. For the purpose of alignment to
the market trends and leading proper pricing policy, the Bank will
closely monitor actual occurrences in the Macedonian banking
market as well as movement of the most significant reference
rates both on the national and international markets.
The Bank will retain its commitment to determine the prices by the
risk level. This will be achieved through further improvement the
Group Risk Adjusted Pricing Model implemented in 2014.

In 2015, the Bank will permanently promote innovation through
introducing new products and services for its clients. The Bank
will define both the prices of the current and new products and
services in a manner that will ensure achievement of planned
profitability level. Heading for increase of its profitability related to
the business policy, the Bank, in 2015, will focus on increase of
the participation of non-interest into the total income.
Asset/Liability Committee (ALCO) will remain a key working body
to determine and change the amount of interest rates, tariffs
and compensations in accordance with the pricing policy of the
Bank and market conditions. The Committee provides regular
monitoring of the realization of the Bank pricing policy and the
banking market occurrences. Accordingly, it provides guidance
and recommendations to the Bank’s strategic positions in order
to realize positive returns from short- and long- term investments.
In addition to determining the interest rates and compensation
amounts, other ALCO’s competences are monitoring the Bank
currency, liquidity and interest rate risk exposure as well as
securities investment limits.
Main objective of the Bank pricing policy in 2015 is achieving
adequate level of profitability through obtaining net interest margin
of approximately 3,5-3,6%.

In the part of branch network, the Retail Management Division will
continue with the following activities:

•
•
•
•
•
•

continuous implementation of training to enhance
knowledge and expertise as well as improvement of sales
skills of the branch employees;
activities related to enhancing the communication and
measures for improving the service quality;
intensified cross-selling activities between branches and
micro and corporate segments;
complete support to the branches in performing their current
activities to increase their work efficiency and sales results;
building brand awareness through full integration of the
clients in the branches;
client’s complaints management and day to day
commitments for their prompt and efficient resolution.

In the part of the distribution channels for 2015 business year,
development of the following segments has been planned:

•
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implementation of functional installment payments on the
Bank POS terminals, which will contribute to further increase
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6. Human Resources
For the purpose of implementation of the strategic objectives of the
general business policy for 2015, the Bank will continue to develop
working environment, which provides personal and professional development and promotion and sense of inclusion in the realization
of the strategic and operational objectives of the Bank. The team
of talented, motivated, trained and young employees, who are part
of the efficient, dynamic and modern bank, for which the client is
in the focus of interest, remains key capital of the Bank, and the
commitment for continuous investment and development in this
resource remains crucial value in the corporate culture.
Based on the Remuneration Policy on the grounds of European
remuneration regulations adopted in 2014, the remuneration system will be further developed in direction to remuneration and motivation concept of the employees on the basis of competitive market conditions and measurable performance management system
preferably aimed at loyalty, dedication and motivation of the staff,
which will remain basic feature and corporate value of the Bank.

7.

8. Property Management and Cost Control
The training and promotion plans of skills and knowledge or qualifications of the employees will remain one of the crucial activities
for employees’ development. The staff’s training and improvement
will be directed to advanced operational knowledge and modern
skills as well as continuous training of all aspects of utmost care
for the clients. Additional consideration will be dedicated to the
introduction of “soft” training skills of the employees as well as
training programs for team development and leadership skills.
The training will be realized by external specialized training centers through the Group exchange and through established program
for internal transfer of knowledge through the concept of internal
trainers. Moreover, the Bank will actively motivate and assist the
personal development of its employees related to extension and
upgrade of their education at high-ranked Universities as well as
acquiring internationally acknowledged licenses for specific knowledge.

The Business Policy for 2015 underlines much importance to cost
control in order to optimize the financial results and achieve better
Cost-to Income Ratio.
Key objective of the Business Policy for 2015 is to improve cost
effectiveness which is expected to result in ensuring internal
savings and rationalization of the operations.
The Business Policy for 2015 primarily stresses the improvement
in the control of unproductive expenditures and maximization
of financial results through good procurement management
(lowering prices and obtaining top quality, stable procurement)
and optimization of the operational processes.
The Bank will continue its cooperation related to Group procurements
with Erste Group Procurement thus continuing the trend for
achievement of savings by taking advantage of the Group benefits.

As part of the planned optimization and modernization of the
business network, the business policy for 2015 has also incorporated
reallocations of several branches (in and outside Skopje).
In the area of physical security and transportation services, main
goal will be to obtain the best provider on the market that will
ensure high quality service and safety in cash transportation,
physical security and monitoring.
Additional attention will be put on improving the expense monitoring
and reporting process as well as establishing internal consumption
benchmark. Activities taken for reducing and optimizing the
administrative expenses will remain in force as current obligation
of the responsible departments.

9. Corporate Governance and Regulatory Compliance

Marketing

Marketing activities will follow the general Bank strategy in terms
of continuous increase in the market participation and ranking
among the best three banks in the Republic of Macedonia. Through
implementation of creative and innovative marketing campaigns,
the Marketing and Communication Department will strive to retain
the promotional marketing trend and permanent presence in
media, supported by continuous PR strategy intended for raising
the Brand awareness. The strategy of building distinguishable
image of modern and innovative Bank through promotion of
products and services as “Unique Selling Proposition” (USP) for
the Bank such as availability of wide spectrum of ATMs through
Erste and Sparkasse Group, the new type of exchange and deposit
ATMs as well as promotion of completely new offers of products
and services in the Macedonian market.

The communication of actual offers of the Bank will be mainly
implemented through the use of traditional communication
channels and at the same time by applying and development of
advertising through digital communication channels such as social
networks, Internet portals, online browsers and the Bank website.
The strategy for development of social responsibility, as one of the
significant segments in the marketing strategy of the Bank will be
primarily intended for development of already introduced projects
as traditionally social responsible practices and introduction of
new innovative projects important for the community, clients,
employees and shareholders of the Bank.

Corporate Governance

Regulatory Compliance

Sparkasse Bank Makedonija AD Skopje appreciates the
value of sound corporate governance as a fundamental base
in achieving a trusting relation with shareholders, clients,
employees, suppliers and other key parties.

In today’s global marketplace, banks have greatly expanded
the scope and complexity of their activities and face an ever
changing and increasingly complex regulatory environment.

The Group Corporate Governance Code (“the Code”), applied
by the Steiermärkische Sparkasse Group, aims at empowering
the shareholders and creating a sound balance of power
between shareholders, the Management and Supervisory
Board and the senior management. Sound corporate
governance, characterized by high standards when it comes
to transparency, reliability and ethical values, has always
been a well-established guiding principle within the Bank’s
operations.
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) to the Bank is a commitment
to conduct business in a responsible manner as stated in our
Code of Conduct, to take stakeholders perspectives into account
and to create value for our shareholders and society. The overall
objective is to contribute to sustainable development by taking the
regional lead towards sustainable banking solutions. The bank
and the entire Group, takes social, economic and environmental
responsibility to manage risks, create and support by proper
financing the clients business opportunities and build trust. It is
an effective way to contribute to the development and welfare of
society and ultimately to fulfilling the Group’s vision – to become
the leader in providing sustainable banking operations.
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In 2015, in terms of alignment with the NBRM Decision on checking
the authenticity and fitness, the conditions and the manner of
returning banknotes and coins in circulation, the level of the control
function will be improved in the part of the Bank cash operation.
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Furthermore, due to the consumer credit crisis, several high
profile compliance breakdowns, and increased emphasis on
consumer protection, the regulators, investors, legislators,
and the general public are focused on institutions’ customer
practices and regulatory compliance performance like never
before. Moreover, a compliance failure can result in litigation,
financial penalties, regulatory constraints, and reputational
damage that can strategically affect an organization.
The major focus of the compliance function will be:

•

•

design and implementation of compliance process by
establishing: governance and organizational structures,
board and executive management reporting processes;
regulatory review and change management processes,
compliance risk assessment processes; compliance
policies and procedures; compliance training programs
and processes; compliance monitoring programs;
regulatory readiness reviews by conducting regulatory
readiness of all new regulatory requirements issued by
the authorities, compliance reviews to assist the Bank in
preparation for regulatory examinations/inspections by
identifying potential regulatory gaps and providing specific
actionable recommendations to address these gaps;
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11. Internal Audit
•

Risk and Control Assessments by evaluating design
and operating effectiveness of compliance risk and
control processes including those relating to local
regulations fulfillment, privacy, fair lending, conflict of

interest, affiliate transactions, consumer credit and
deposit requirements, and other applicable compliance
requirements.

10. Anti-Money Laundering and Combating Financing Terrorism
Anti-Money Laundering and Combating Financing Terrorism
undermines the confidence in the financial system. Legislation
and public opinion have granted important task to the financial
industry, which faces such challenges. The objective of the
Department for Anti-Money Laundering and Combating Financing
Terrorism (AML function) is to maintain stable risk management
system related to money laundering, terrorism financing, financial
crime and corruption and achieving high level of cooperation with
the regulator and other competent institutions.
High level management will be further dedicated to establishing
high AML standards and attempting to develop behavior culture
which appreciates and rewards the implementation of adequate
controls and procedures and dedication to the AML function in
those processes. The implementation of those standards will
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mean endeavor to prevent misuse of products and services by any
form of financial crime.
To properly respond to the AML risks, the attempt will be to better
get to know the clients (new as well as existing), their activities and
business partners.
Furthermore, the relevant internal acts will be continuously
improved and revised as well as development of software solutions,
i.e. tools used for analyses and monitoring of transactions in
order to efficiently detect suspicious activities. To that end, the
application of preventive measures has to be a continuous
process which includes permanent analysis and monitoring of
highly sophisticated criminal methods.
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Internal audit in the current conditions is a modern profession
evolving from accounting oriented skills to a profession oriented
to risk assessment. Today internal audit is considered a special
discipline of much more widespread range.
In line with the general determination of the Bank for 2015
to develop as modern, reliable and client oriented bank, it is
considered as one of the departments priorities to improve
the employees’ competencies and skills. Consequently, and
related to the internal audit, promotion of the employees means
employment of young, ambitious and talented staff as well
as advancement of the existing staff by way of their training,
workshops and licensing. The objective is to improve the quality
and efficiency of the Internal Audit as a whole.
Moreover, to ensure more efficient auditing, the Division will
also apply adequate instruments for that purpose of, for ex.:
enhancing the implemented instrument for “follow up” of
certain measures by audit and their status.
The Internal Audit should ensure objective and independent
assessment of the adequacy and efficiency of the internal

control system, accuracy of accounting records and financial
statements, compliance with the Bank internal policies and
procedures and applicable laws and regulations as well as
general efficiency in the Bank operations.
Systematic and objective assessment by the internal auditors
of various activities and controls within the frame of an
organization is aimed at establishing whether:

•
•
•
•

financial and operational information is accurate and
reliable;
risks for the Bank are identified and minimized;
external regulations and generally accepted internal
policies and procedures are monitored;
resources are used in efficient and economical manner.

The Internal Audit Division in the course of 2015 will perform
its activities in compliance with the Annual Operational Plan,
prepared in accordance with the Group standards, which
pursuant to the Banking Law, Statute of the Bank and internal
acts related to its operation, is approved by the Supervisory
Board of the Bank.
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C. Quantification of the Bank Financial Objectives
Balance Sheet Plan

2. Financial Resources

In accordance with the objectives outlined in the 2015 Business
Policy, total assets of the Bank as at the end of the year are expected
to increase by 2,5% compared to the last year. Growth of the total
assets will be dictated primarily by the planned growth of the loan and

deposit portfolio on account of decrease of the participation of the
securities in the total assets of the Bank and the use of the excess
liquid assets for funding its own growth.

1. Assets
1.1 Cash and Loans to Credit institutions
Considering the high liquidity in 2014 both on the level of the
banking sector and on the Bank level, according to the budget of
the Bank decrease in the participation of the high quality liquid
assets in the total assets to 15-16% by the end of 2015 is planned.
Underlying amount of cash in hand, balances with NBRM and
other domestic banks, balances on nostro accounts in foreign
banks, overnight and 7 days NBRM deposits and the amount of
mandatory reserve as high quality liquid assets.
Major part (45,9%) of the cash assets refers to the planned level
of mandatory reserve in domestic and foreign currency based on
the planned level of deposits at the end of the year. The remaining
part refers to the planned amount of cash assets required for
optimum and unhindered performance of the activities related
to the international payment transfers and transactions with the
correspondent banks arising thereof.
The amount of liquid cash assets is budgeted in such a manner to
ensure support of the planned dynamic of growth of the loan and
deposit portfolio and to provide preservation of sufficient liquidity
level, simultaneously keeping an adequate level of mandatory
reserve and fulfilling the internal and external liquidity indicators.

1.2 Loans and advances to customers
In line with previously made analysis of the projections made by
relevant national and international institutions, that refer to the key
macroeconomic parameters for 2015 and in compliance with the
internal assessment of the market absorption potential, for 2015 the
Bank budgeted increase in the loan portfolio of 15,3%. In addition
to the macroeconomic expectations and internal assessments,
the planned figures drafted by the relevant departments took

into consideration the information about the current projects and
expectations obtained from direct communication between the
Bank’s sales divisions and their clients.
In compliance with the management strategy, an increase of
14,9% is budgeted in retail loans, while the expected increase
in the segment of loans to financial and non-financial corporate
clients (including public sector) is 15,5%. The achievement of
the budgeted growth for the Bank will also indicate a change
in the currency structure of the portfolio in favor of the loans in
domestic currency which will have beneficial effect on the interest
income and the general profitability. In conditions of unstable
macroeconomic environment prone to internal and external risks,
basic priority of the Bank Management is to maintain the growth
and at the same time to successfully manage the risk arising from
the planned and existing portfolio.

1.3 Securities
In line with the strategies for liquidity management and securities
investment and the internally defined limits, according the 2015
Business Policy there is planned decrease in the investment in
securities amounting EUR 50 million as at the end of the year.
In securities trading, the Bank will be in compliance with all laws
and regulations as well as the internal limits related to investment
in securities. In 2015, the Bank will invest its extra liquidity in
short-term and long-term securities (treasury bills, government
bills and government bonds). However, in compliance with the
Bank Budget, the dynamic of loan and deposit portfolio growth in
accordance with the strategy of the sales divisions will be a key
factor to determine the dynamic and volume of investment into
securities.

2.1 Customer deposits

2.2 Credit Lines and Deposits by Banks

the total planned increase in customer deposits for 2015 amounts
to 12,4%, where their participation in the total Bank assets would
reach 64,7%. The planned growth of corporate deposits are
targeted to a level of 10,4%, and in addition to the increase of the
deposit potential, it is expected to attract clients which will perform
their overall operations solely through the Bank. Retail deposits
(savings deposits and denar transaction accounts) are planned to
increase by 13,7% as a result of intensified sales activities of the
Retail Operation and Business Network Management Division. The
focus of this financial source will be on the increase of participation
of a vista deposits and long-term foreign currency deposits in the
total deposit base in case of expected moderate downward trend
of interest rates.

During 2015, the Bank will finance part of the planned loan
portfolio increase from the EIB fund assets administrated through
the Macedonian Bank for Development Promotion, then from the
additional EIB assets secured through the parent bank, as well
as from the assets of the new credit line from Graz. However, the
major part of the growth will be financed by the Banks’ own assets,
in order to achieve greater independence from the parent bank in
financing its own growth.

2.3 Capital and Reserves
Due to the current Capital Adequacy Ratio, taking into consideration
the planned increases of risk-weighted assets, additional increase
in the subscribed capital is planned for 2015 from the retained
earnings budgeted for the year.

Income and Expenses Plan
1. Interest Income and Expenses
During the planning process of the interest income and expenses
for 2015, the Bank considered the current and planned structure
and dynamics of the growth of the funding sources and the lending
activity, upon the planned interest policy and expected effect from
non-performing loan portfolio collection. Accordingly, the projected
growth of the net interest income for 2015 amounts to 13,7%,
where interest income is planned to increase by 13,5%. The
planned increase of the interest income is mainly due to income
arising from lending, in conditions of expected decrease in the
income from liquid asset management (income from investment in
securities, short-term deposits in the Central Bank and interbank
deposit market). Interest expenses will grow with slower intensity
than the income (12,7%), primarily as a result of the planned
decrease in the average interest rate of deposit resources and
adequately expected effect of the qualitative change in the deposit
portfolio structure in favor of a vista and foreign currency deposits.
Under the above mentioned assumptions implemented in the Bank
Budget for 2015, it is planned that the net interest spread as a
difference between interest-bearing assets and liabilities records
an increase of +0,2% reaching a level of 3,2% in average for 2015,
while the net interest margin (calculated as ratio between the net
interest income and average interest-bearing assets) is planned to
increase up to +0,3%, or to reach the level of 3,6% in 2015.

2013

2014

B2015

Average interest bearing
assets

5,0

4,5

4,8

Average interest bearing
liabilities

2,0

1,5

1,6

NET INTEREST SPREAD

3,0

3,3

3,2

NET INTEREST MARGIN

3,5

3,3

3,6

2. Fee and Commission Income
Net growth of the Bank fee and commission income for 2015 is
planned to reach 24,1%, in conditions of expected growth in the
fee and commission income by 11,5%, and decrease in expenses
by -4,8%. Where:

•
•
•
•
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net fee and commission income from documentary business
is planned to record a growth rate of 56,4%;
net fee and commission income from domestic payment
transfers increase by 10,3%;
net fee and commission income from foreign currency payment operations increase by 31,8%;
in the part of the net fee and commission income from card
operation it is planned decrease/improvement by 1,2% compared to last year.
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Major factor for the high growth rate in 2015 is the calculated effect
of already concluded arrangements in the part of documentary
business and in the additional effects of the new business.
Increase of the participation of non-interest-bearing income in
the total operating income of the Bank is one of the key priorities
incorporated in the Business Plan, both on short and medium
term. One significant part of the measures described above in this
Business Policy is the achievement of this increase as final effect.

3. Risk Provisions
The Bank, in 2015, will apply moderate conservative risk
management policy in compliance with the practices and policies
applied in the Group we represent. Cleaning up of the old portfolio
from non-performing loans is planned to be completed in 2015.
The new generated portfolio, approved on basis on stricter lending
standards should ensure full control of the volume of the nonperforming loans, with lower participation rate of non-performing
loans in total gross loans and higher coverage of non-performing
loans with risk provisions.
During 2015 the Bank plans to reduce the participation of nonperforming loans in the total portfolio to 15,7% (20,0% in 2014)
and increase in the non-performing loan coverage ratio from
85,3% to 92,1%. To achieve these objectives, additional allocation
of MKD 174,8 million risk provisions is planned in 2015.

4. Expenses
Expenses management will be monitored through regular
measurement of the Cost-to-Income Ratio, whereby at the end
of 2015, the participation of operating expenses in the operating
income is expected to be 70,0%. During the planning of the
expenses, the Bank was governed by the principle of rationality
and low-cost, intending to achieve maximum income with lower
expenses. The reasons for relatively high projected level of the
Cost-to-Income Ratio lies in the inclusion of the expenses incurred
from the development component – primarily including the
expenses from the project related to the upgrade of the Banking
Information system, as well as relocation and optimization of the
business network and expenses related to the necessary increase
in the number of employees.

4.1. Personnel Expenses
The planned increase of these expenses by 18,3% in comparison
to the previous year, despite the budgeted wages, salaries and

legal social security contributions, also includes all the provisions
for employee benefits, provisions for remuneration based on
achievement of planned results and the planned increase of the
number of employees.

4.2. Administrative Expenses and Depreciation
Total operating expenses are budgeted on almost unchanged
level in comparison to last year, with a minimum increase of
1,0%. Optimization/reduction of expenses for office space, office
operating expense and legal and consulting costs was done by
-8,0% in comparison to their level in 2014. Increase by 14,0%
was planned in the positions of IT expenses - arising from one
of the key projects planned for 2015, which is, upgrade of the
Bank Information System and marketing expenses by 14,1% in
accordance with the planned and scheduled promotional activities.
Depreciation amount planned growth by 27,0% compared to the
previous year is completely resulting from the budgeted volume
and dynamics of new investments, primarily in the sphere of the IT
structure (upgrade of the IT system), which resulted in increased
plan for depreciation in the part of software and hardware.

4.3. Other operating result
These expenses include the impairments and the effects from
the repossessed assets management, taxes and contributions to
regulatory bodies, as well as other expenses and income with no
material significance.
Improvement by 51,3% of the other operating result is planned
in 2015 in comparison to 2014. The lower amount of the other
operating expenses for 2015 is due to the lower planned amount
for impairment of the existing repossessed assets, since the Bank
plans to foreclose assets only in conditions of known buyer (which
means prompt selling of the repossessed asset, without booking
additional impairment amounts).

5. Profit
In accordance with the above elaborated objectives, measures
and projects incorporated in the 2015 Business Policy, the Bank
expects to conclude this business year with positive financial result
before taxes of MKD 53.057.539. Taking into consideration the
Taxes on income, which according the new legislative is planned
to amount MKD -6.971.754, the budgeted net profit for 2015
amounts MKD 46.085.785 which presents growth of 65,8% in
comparison to financial result in 2014.

Appendix 1: Balance sheet
in 000 MKD

31.12.2014

Cash and balances with Central Banks
Loans and advances to credit institutions
Loans and advances to customers
Public sector
Commercial customers
Private customers
Risk provisions for loans and advances
Derivative financial instruments (POS.FV)
Financial assets
Intangible assets
Property and equipment
Other assets
TOTAL ASSETS
Deposits by banks
Customer deposits
Savings deposits
Other deposits
Derivative financial instruments (NEG.FV)
Other provisions
Tax liabilities
Other liabilities
Subordinated liabilities
Shareholders' equity
TOTAL LIABILITIES AND EQUITY

1.334.489
1.844.075
10.251.725
214.499
6.519.572
3.517.654
-1.751.500
8.408
3.888.559
7.746
339.906
146.038
16.069.446
3.142.757
9.491.115
4.702.065
4.789.049
35
68.499
0
131.505
1.019.444
2.216.090
16.069.446

change B2015 - 2014
in %
in 000 MKD
37,5%
500.421
-60,0%
-1.107.281
15,3%
1.571.835
-13,6%
-29.151
16,5%
1.075.606
14,9%
525.380
2,5%
43.054
-100,0%
-8.408
-19,1%
-743.465
>999,9%
146.193
12,3%
41.699
-26,9%
-39.345
2,5%
404.703
-26,5%
-831.409
12,4%
1.172.435
18,4%
864.679
6,4%
307.756
-100,0%
-35
54,1%
37.070
6.972
-25,6%
-33.713
1,1%
11.082
1,9%
42.301
2,5%
404.703

Budget
31.12.2015
1.834.909
736.794
11.823.560
185.349
7.595.178
4.043.034
-1.708.446
0
3.145.094
153.940
381.605
106.693
16.474.149
2.311.348
10.663.549
5.566.744
5.096.805
0
105.570
6.972
97.793
1.030.527
2.258.391
16.474.149

Appendix 2: Income statement
in 000 MKD

31.12.2014

Net interest income
Net commission income
Net trading result
Income from equity-related financial instruments
Income of investment properties
Risk provisions for loans and advances
Personnel expenses
Other administrative expenses
Depreciation
Result of financial assets
Other operating result

564.702
83.212
36.520
4.466
1.016
-152.394
-225.385
-225.849
-42.909
-2.184
-12.818

change
B2015 - 2014
in %
in 000 MKD
13,9%
78.381
24,1%
20.062
-10,9%
-3.970
-1,3%
-59
-0,3%
-3
-14,7%
-22.432
-18,3%
-41.264
-1,0%
-2.216
-27,0%
-11.582
54,2%
1.184
51,3%
6.578

Budget
31.12.2015
643.084
103.274
32.550
4.407
1.013
-174.826
-266.649
-228.064
-54.491
-1.000
-6.240

Pre-tax profit for the year
Taxes on income

28.377
-5.783

87,0%
-20,6%

24.680
-1.189

53.058
-6.972

Profit for the year

22.594

104,0%

23.491

46.086

689.916
-494.143
195.773

13,7%
-11,1%
20,1%

94.412
-55.061
39.351

784.327
-549.204
235.124

Operating income ¹
General administrative expenses ²
Operating result
¹ Net interest income, net commission income, net trading result
² Personnel expenses, other administrative expenses, depreciation
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FINANCIAL STATEMENTS OF SPARKASSE BANK MAKEDONIJA
AD SKOPJE FOR 2014

Independent Auditors’ report to the shareholders of
Sparkasse Bank Makedonija AD Skopje
Opinion

We have audited the accompanying financial statements of
Sparkasse Bank Makedonija AD Skopje (“the Bank”) which
comprise the balance sheet as at 31 December 2014 and
the income statement, statement of comprehensive income,
statement of changes in equity and statement of cash flow for the
year then ended and a summary of significant accounting policies
and other explanatory information.

In our opinion, the financial statements present fairly, in all material
respects, the financial position of the Bank as at 31 December
2014, and its financial performance and cash flows for the year
then ended in accordance with regulation of National Bank of
Republic of Macedonia.

Management’s Responsibility for the Financial
Statements

Report on Other Legal and Regulatory Matters

Management is responsible for the preparation and fair
presentation of these financial statements in accordance with
regulation of National Bank of Republic of Macedonia, and for
such internal control as management determines is necessary to
enable the preparation of financial statements that are free from
material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.

Auditors’ Responsibility
Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial
statements based on our audit. We conducted our audit in
accordance with International Standards on Auditing. Those
standards require that we comply with ethical requirements
and plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance
about whether the financial statements are free from material
misstatement.
An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence
about the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements.
The procedures selected depend on the auditor’s judgment,
including the assessment of the risks of material misstatement
of the financial statements, whether due to fraud or error. In
making those risk assessments, the auditor considers internal
control relevant to the entity’s preparation and fair presentation of
the financial statements in order to design audit procedures that
are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of
expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the entity’s internal
control. An audit also includes evaluating the appropriateness of
accounting policies used and the reasonableness of accounting
estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall
presentation of the financial statements.

The annual report is consistent, in all material respects, with the
annual account and audited financial statements of the Bank for
the year ended 31 December 2014.
Ernst & Young Certified Auditors DOO, Skopje

Јаsna Dukovska - Jegeni		

Skopje, 22 April 2015

We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient
and appropriate to provide a basis for our audit opinion.
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Income Statement for the period from 01.01.2014 to 31.12.2014

Management is also responsible for preparation of the annual
report in accordance with article 384 of the Macedonian Company
Law. Our responsibility in accordance with the Audit Law is to
report whether the annual report is consistent with the annual
account and audited financial statements of the Bank for the year
ended 31 December 2014. Our work regarding the annual report
is performed in accordance with ISA 720 and limited to assessing
whether the historical financial information of the annual report
is consistent with the annual account and audited financial
statements of the Bank.

Administratot
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Income Statement

		

Vladimir Sokolovski
Certified Auditor

Note

In thousands of Denars

6

31.12.2014
708.952
(185.308)
523.644

31.12.2013
827.873
(258.965)
568.908

Fee and commission income
Fee and commission expense
Net fee and commission income

7

188.462
(67.701)
120.761

182.286
(57.123)
125.163

Trading income, net
Trading income from other financial instruments, net
Foreign exchange gains, net
Other operating income
Share in the profit of associates

8
9
10
11
24

36.061
147.190
-

26.322
101.031
-

Impairment losses of financial assets, net
Impairment losses of non-financial assets, net
Personnel expenses
Depreciation and amortization
Other operating expenses
Share in the loss of affiliated companies
Profit/ (loss) before tax

12
13
14
15
16
24

(195.445)
(42.645)
(228.458)
(39.199)
(293.532)
28.377

(207.786)
(19.778)
(220.841)
(36.284)
(287.652)
49.083

Income tax
Profit/(loss) for the year of continuous work

17

576
27.801

4.319
44.764

-

-

27.801

44.764

Interest income
Interest expense
Net interest income

Profit/(loss) of assets and liabilities held for sale
Profit/(loss) for the year
Profit/(loss) for the year, belonging to:
Bank’s shareholders

-   

-   
-

Minority share
Earnings per share
basic earning per share (in denars)
diluted earning per share (in denars)

-

41
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Statement of comprehensive income			

Balance sheet			

Statement of comprehensive income for the period from 01.01.2014 to 31.12.2014			
Note

Balance sheet as at 31.12.2014

In thousands of Denars
31.12.2014
27.801

Profit / (loss) for the financial year
Other profit/(losses) within the period that are not disclosed in the
Profit and loss account (before tax)
Revalued reserve for assets available for sale
- unrealized net changes in fair value of assets available for sale
- realized net gains/(losses) from assets available for sale,
reclassified in the Profit and loss account
Revalued reserves for foreclosed assets
- revalued reserves on foreclosure date
- decrease of revalued reserves, reclassified in the Profit and loss
account
Reserve for instruments for protection against cash flow risk
- unrealized net changes in fair value of instruments for protection
against cash flow risk
- realized net gains/(losses) from instruments for protection against
cash flow risk, reclassified in the Profit and loss account
Reserve for instruments for protection against net foreign investment risk
Reserve from FX gains / (losses) of foreign investment
Share in other profit / (losses) from affiliated entities, not disclosed in
the Profit and loss account
Other profit / (losses), not disclosed in the Profit and loss account
Income tax from other profit / (losses), not disclosed in the Profit and
loss account
Total other profit / (losses) within the period, not disclosed in the
Profit and loss account
Comprehensive income for the financial year
Comprehensive income for the financial year, belonging to:
Bank's shareholders
Minority share

-

24

Note

31.12.2013
44.764

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

17
-

-

27.801

44.764

-

-

Assets
Cash and cash equivalents
Trading financial assets
Financial assets at fair value through income statement designated as
such at initial recognition
Derivative assets held for risk management
Loans and advances to banks
Loans and advances to customers
Investments in securities
Investments in associates (accounting evidence according “principal
method”)
Income tax receivable (current)
Other receivables
Pledged assets
Foreclosed assets
Intangible assets
Property and equipment
Deferred tax assets
Non-current assets held for sale and group for sale
Total assets
Liabilities
Trading financial liabilities
Financial liabilities at fair value through income statement determined as
such at initial recognition
Derivative liabilities held for risk management
Deposits from banks
Deposits from customers
Issued debt securities
Borrowings
Subordinated debt
Special reserves and provisions
Income tax payable (current)
Deferred tax liabilities
Other liabilities
Liabilities directly related to groups of assets for sale
Total liabilities
Equity and reserves
Subscribed capital
Share premium
Registered shares
Other equity instruments
Revaluations reserves
Other reserves
Retained earnings/(Accumulated losses)
Total equity and reserves, belonging to bank’s shareholders

18
19

4.541.170
-

3.738.580
-

20

-

-

8.505.737
2.525.647

306.061
7.519.834
3.284.025

-

-

4.407
134.680
3.740
20.659
337.814
16.073.854

7.725
67.661
7.702
14.529
290.788
15.236.905

32

-

-

33

-

-

21
34,1
34,2
35
36
37
38
30,1
30,2
39
31

1.255.714
9.491.115
1.869.394
1.019.444
75.797
141.093
13.852.557

1.234.475
8.393.103
2.146.930
1.020.184
130.736
117.981
13.043.409

40

1.662.775
861.619
(303.097)
2.221.297

1.662.775
861.619
(330.898)
2.193.496

2.221.297

2.193.496

16.073.854

15.236.905

2.423.219
-

1.273.871
-

21
22,1
22,2
23
24
30,1
25
26
27
28
29
30,2
31

Minority share
Total equity and reserves
Total liabilities and equity and reserves
Commitments
Contingencies
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In thousands of Denars
31.12.2014
31.12.2013

42
42
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Statement on changes in equity and reserves

As 1 January 2013 year (previous year)
Correction of initial balance
As 1 January 2013 year (previous year), corrected

1.662.775

861.619

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1.248

-

(376.910)

1.662.775

861.619

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1.248

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

44.764

-

Comrehensive profit/(loss) for the financial year
Profit/(loss) for the financial year
Other profit/(loss) for the period, not stated in the income statement
Changes in fair value of assets available for sale
Changes in fair value of protection against cash flow risk
Changes in fair value of protection against net investment in international operations
Foreign exchange gains/losses from foreign investment
Deffered tax (assets)/liabilities recognized in equity
Other profit/(loss), not started in the income statement(specify with details)
______________________________
______________________________
Total unrealized profit/(loss) recognized in equity
Total comprehensive profit/(loss) for the financial year

Minitory share*

Total equity and reserves,
belonging to the bank's
shareholders

(Accumulated loss)

Restricted for distribution to

Available for distribution to
shareholders

Retained earnings

Other reserves

Statutory reserve

Other revalued reserves

Equity component of hybrid
financial instruments

Other reserves
Reserve of foreign exchange gains/losses from
foreign investment

Reserve for risk protection

Reserve for foreclosed
assets

Revalued reserve for assets available for sale

Other equity shares

(Registared shares)

in thousands of MKD

Share premium

Subscribed capital

Revalued reserves

-

Total equity and reserves

Statement on changes in equity and reserves for the period of 01.01.2014 to 31.12.2014

(376.910)

2.148.732
2.148.732

-

2.148.732
2.148.732

-

44.764

-

44.764

-

44.764

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

44.764

-

-

44.764

1.662.775

861.619

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

46.012

-

(376.910)

2.193.496

-

2.193.496

Comrehensive profit/(loss) for the financial year
Profit/(loss) for the financial year

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

27.801

-

-

27.801

-

27.801

Other profit/(loss) for the financial year
Changes in fair value of assets available for sale
Changes in fair value of protection against cash flow risk
Changes in fair value of protection against net investment in international operations
Foreign exchange gains/losses from foreign operations
Deferred tax (assets) / liabilities recognized in equity
Other profit/(loss),not started in income statement(specify with details)
______________________________
______________________________
Total unrealized profit/(loss) recognized in equity
Total comrehensive profit/(loss) for the financial year

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

27.801
-

-

-

27.801
-

-

27.801
-

Transactions with shareholders, recognized in equity
Issued shares within the period

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1.662.775

861.619

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

73.813

-

(376.910)

2.221.297

-

2.221.297

Transactions with shareholders, recognized in equity
Issued shares within the period
Allocation of statutory reserve
Allocation of other reserves
Dividends
Buyback of registered shares
Sold registered shares
Other changes in equity and reserves (specify with details)
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
Transactions with shareholders, recognized in equity
As at December 31st 2013 (previous year) /January 01 2014 (current year)

Profit/(loss) for the year
Allocation of statutory reserve
Allocation of other reserves
Dividends
Buyback of reqistered shares
Sold registered shares
Other changes in equity and reserves (specify with details)
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
Transactions with shareholders, recognized in equity
As at December 31st 2014 (current year)
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Cash flow statement
Cash flow statement for the period from 01.01.2014 to 31.12.2014
Note
Cash flow from operating activities
Profit / (Loss) before tax
Adjusted for:
Minority share, included in consolidated income statement
Depreciation of:
Intangible assets
Property and equity
Gain from:
sale of intangible assets
sale of property and equity
sale of foreclosed assets
Loss from:
sale of intangible assets
sale of property and equity
sale of foreclosed assets
Interest income
Interest expense
Net trading income
Impairment loss of financial assets, net
additional impairment loss
release of impairment loss
Impairment loss of financial assets, net
additional impairment loss
release of impairment loss
Special reserve
Additional provisions
Released provisions
Dividend income
Share in profit /(loss) of associated companies
Other rectification
Interest receipts
Interest paid
Operating profit before changes in operating assets
(increase)/decrease of operating assets
Trading assets
Derivative assets held for risk management
Loans and advances to banks
Loans and advances to customers
Pledged assets
Forclosed assets
Mandatory deposit in foreign currency
Mandatory deposit with CB in accordance with special legislative
Other receivables
Deferred tax assets
Non current assets held for sale
Increase/(decrease) of operating liabilities
Trading liabilities
Derivative liabilities held for risk management
Deposits from banks
Deposits from customers
Other liabilities
Liabilities directly related to groups of assets for sale
Net cash flow from operating activities before tax
(Paid)/returned income tax
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In thousands of Denars
current year
2014

previous year
2013

28.377

49.083

10.296
28.903

9.854
26.431

(903)
15.373

(942)
-

1
(708.952)
185.307
195.938
42.645
(75.318)
17.223
(19.651)
(4.466)
6.157
708.935
(181.357)
248.508

(827.873)
258.965
205.789
19.779
(76.908)
18.591
(20.725)
(3.654)
827.400
(225.564)
260.226

305.834
(1.251.067)
16.461
(56.705)
-

(305.834)
1.324.574
(10.618)
246.815
21.013
-

21.266
1.103.038
23.596
410.931
3.327

(905.222)
190.646
18.801
840.401
(2.834)

Net cash flow from operating activities

414.258

837.567

Cash flow from investing activities
(Investments in securities)
Inflow from sale of investment in securities
(Outflows for investments in subsidiaries and affiliates)
Inflow from sale of investments in subsidiaries and affiliates
(Acquisition of intangible assets)
Inflow from sale of intangible assets
(Acquisition of property, plant and equipment)
Infloe from sale of property, plant and equipment
(Outflows for non-current assets held for sale)
Inflows from non-current assets held for sale
(Other outflows for investing activities)
Other inflows from investing activities
Net cash flow from investing activities

756.194
(16.426)
(76.833)
903
15.373
4.466
683.677

350.782
(3.799)
(14.120)
2.812
78.652
3.654
417.981

(278.884)
(278.884)

(649.105)
(649.105)

-

-

819.051
3.245.339
4.064.390

606.443
2.638.896
3.245.339

Cash flow from financing activities
(Repayment of issued debt securities)
Inflows from issued debt securities)
(Repayment of loans payables)
Increase of loans payables
(Repayment of issued subordinated debt)
Inflows from issued subordinated debt
Inflows from issued shares / equity instruments within the period
(Acquisition of registered shares)
Sold registered shares
(Paid dividend)
(Other outflows for financing activities)
Other outflows from financing activities
Net cash flows financing activities
Effects from impairement loss of cash and cash equivalents
Effects from foreign exchange gain/losses of cash and cash equivalents
Net increase/(decrease) of cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents as at January 01
Cash and cash equivalents as as December 30
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GENERAL INFORMATION

1. Organizational Chart

2. Contacts
Information
Tel: + 389 2 3200 500
Fax: + 389 2 3200 515
contact@sparkasse.mk

ASSEMBLY
Audit Committee
Internal Audit Division
GORDANA LAZAREVSKA

Supervisory Board (SB)

Cabinet MB
RENATA BONKOVA
* Corporate governance
* Regulatory Compliance
* CISO

Management Board (MB)

Corporate Sales
Department
IVAN
STOJANOVIC

Sales Support
Department
JANKO LOSEV

RETAIL
Management
Division
VIKTORIJA
JOVANOVSKA
Regional Network
(branches)

TREASURY
Management
Division
PETAR TRPESKI

Sales
Department

RISK
Management
Division
DAMIR
IVASHTINOVIC

Credit risk
Department

Center Region
MAJA PALCEVSKA
East Region
VASKO
MUKAETOV
West Region
ZORAN DICEVSKI
MICRO
Department
VLADIMIR
KECOVSKI
Development and
sales support
Department
PETAR
CHUCHURSKI
Multi channel
Department
IGOR CUCULOSKI

Mid Oﬁice
Department

ALCO Committee

Strategic risk
Department
BILJANA
MOMIROVSKA
Workout and
Foreclosed assets
Management
Department
ZLATICA
CIVKAROSKI
Collection
corporate, micro
and foreclosed
assets
Management
Unit

Collection Retail
Unit

FINANCE
Division
DRAGAN
ILIEVSKI

Management Board Chairman
GLIGOR BISHEV

PROCESSING Division
OGNJEN BLAZEVSKI

Finance,
Accounting &
Reporting
Department
BRANKICA
BAULOSKA

Payment operation
Department
MARIJANA KOKOROVSKA

Finance &
Accounting
Unit

Domestic payment &
account register Unit

Reporting
Unit

Trasury back oﬃce Unit

Controling
Department
VLATKO
RISTOVSKI

Management Board Member
ALEKSANDRA RADIC

ORGANIZATION &
IT Divison
MILKA RISTIC

Organization
Department
JULIJANA ZORIC

Property and
Procurement
management
Unit

IT Department

Safety & Vault
Unit

Foreign payment Unit

Internal processes & client
service Department

Property and
Safety
Management
Department
LJILJANA
DONEVA

Development and
software
Maintenance Unit
IT operations and
help desk Unit

Processing help desk &
client services Unit
Internal processes
management Unit

ALM
Department

Loan & Deposit
Administration
Department
GORDANA DAMESKA
Loan administration
Unit
Loan evidence
Unit
Deposit administration
Unit

AML
Department
DIJANA
RIKALOVSKA

HR
Department
OLGICA
SPASEVSKA

Legal Department
Tel: + 389 2 3200 559
pravnainfo@sparkasse.mk

Management Board Cabinet
Tel: + 389 2 3200 501
contact@sparkasse.mk

IT Steering Committee

Management Board Member
SASHA BOKO
CORPORATE
MANAGEMENT
Division
ELENA
BOGDANOVA

Risk Management Committee

Property and Safety Management Department
Tel: + 389 2 3200 610
suib@sparkasse.mk

Marketing &
Communication
Department
TODORKA
SAJKOVA

Legal
Department
DIMITAR
GEORGIEVSKI

Marketing and Communication Department
Tel: + 389 2 3200 594 / 3200 531
marketing@sparkasse.mk

Organization and IT Division
Tel: + 389 2 3200 674
it@sparkasse.mk

Retail Management Division
Tel: + 389 2 3200 613
nasinfo@sparkasse.mk

Processing Division
Processing Service Unit
Tel: + 389 2 3167 169
procesinghelpdesk@sparkasse.mk

Multi-channel Department
Tel: + 389 2 3200 637 / 3200 717
cards@sparkasse.mk

Foreign Payments Operations
Tel: + 389 2 3167 104 / 3167 110
devizno@sparkasse.mk

E-Banking
Tel: + 389 2 3200 618 / 3200 750
netbanking@sparkasse.mk

FX Payments Operations
Tel: + 389 2 3167-106 / 3167-105
doznakirezim@sparkasse.mk

Corporate Management Division
Tel: + 389 2 3200 546
corporate@sparkasse.mk

FX Flows
Tel: +389 2 3167-109 (retail customers)
Тел: +389 2 3167-108 (corporate customers)
prilivirezim@sparkasse.mk

Treasury Management Division
Tel: + 389 2 3200 590
sredstva@sparkasse.mk
Risk Management Division
Tel: + 389 2 3200 527
contact@sparkasse.mk
Finance Division
Tel: + 389 2 3200 523
smetkinfo@sparkasse.mk

Domestic Payments Operations
Tel: + 389 2 3167 113 / 3167 115
vplpinfo@sparkasse.mk
Customer Experience Management
Tel: + 389 2 3200 712 / 3200 748
poplaki@sparkasse.mk

Human Resources Department
Tel: + 389 2 3200 593
hr@sparkasse.mk
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3. Branches Location

1. SKOPJE – HEAD OFFICE

15. BRANCH OFFICE STRUMICA

2. SKOPJE – CENTER

16. BRANCH OFFICE OHRID

3. SKOPJE –BEVERLI HILS

17. BRANCH OFFICE STIP

4. SKOPJE –LEPTOKARIJA

18. BRANCH OFFICE TETOVO

5. SKOPJE – AERODROM

19. BRANCH OFFICE VELES

6. SKOPJE – AVTOKOMANDA

20. BRANCH OFFICE GOSTIVAR

7. SKOPJE – KISELA VODA

21. BRANCH OFFICE KOCANI

8. SKOPJE – GJORCE PETROV

22. BRANCH OFFICE STRUGA

9. SKOPJE - CHAIR

23. BRANCH OFFICE DEBAR

10. SKOPJE - BUNJAKOVEC

24. BRANCH OFFICE PRILEP

11. BRANCH OFFICE BITOLA

25. BRANCH OFFICE NEGOTINO

12. BRANCH OFFICE KUMANOVO

26. BRANCH OFFICE KICEVO

Makedonija st. 9-11, 1000 Skopje
Tel: +389 (0)2 3200 500, Fax: +389 (0)2 3200 515
Nikola Vapcarov st. 18, 1000 Skopje
Tel: +389 (0)2 3223 245
Naroden Front st. 17, 1000 Skopje
Tel: +389 (0)2 3225 991

Kumanovo
Tetovo

Partizanski Odredi st. 102-G, 1000 Skopje
Tel: +389 (0)2 3074 760

Skopje
Kocani

Gostivar

Stip

Veles

Trifun Hadzi Janev st.3, 1000 Skopje
Tel: : +389 (0)2 3173 593

Negotino

Kicevo

Debar

Jane Sandanski st. 12, 1000 Skopje
Tel: +389 (0)2 2403 925

Kavadarci

Strumica

Gjorce Petrov st. 33, 1000 Skopje
Tel: +389 (0)2 2050 514

Prilep
Gevgelija

Struga
Ohrid

Sava Kovacevik st. 10, 1000 Skopje
Tel: +389 (0)2 2720 750, 2720 752

Dzon Kenedi st. 155, 1000 Skopje
Tel: +389 (0)2 2601 013
Rajko Zinzifov st. 18,1000 Skopje
Tel: +389 (0)2 3245 210

Bitola

Marsal Tito st. nn, 7000 Bitola
Tel: +389 (0)47 220 160

Mosha Pijade st. 1, 1300 Kumanovo
Tel: +389 (0)31 411 834

Marshal Tito st. nn, 2400 Strumica
Tel: +389 (0)34 340 812
Partizanska st. 1-1, 6000 Ohrid
Tel: +389 (0)46 231 166,
Vanco Prke st. 16, 2000 Stip
Tel: +389 (0)32 383 410
Ilirija st. 10, 1200 Tetovo
Tel: +389 (0)44 353 700

Marsal Tito st. 1, 1400 Veles
Tel: +389 (0) 43 212 177

Ilindenska st. 109, 1230 Gostivar
Tel: +389 (0)42 221 613
Marsal Tito st. 45, 2300 Kocani
Tel: +389 (0)33 270 611
15-ti Korpus st. 2, 6330 Struga
Tel: +389 (0)46 786 260,

8mi Septemvri st. 1, 1250 Debar
Tel: +389 (0)46 838 050, 831 111
Makedonski braniteli st. nn, 7500 Prilep
Tel: +389 (0) 48 400 115, 400 117
Straso Pindzur st. 2, 1440 Negotino
Tel: + 389 (0) 43 365 166, 365 178
Osloboduvanje st. 20 , 6259 Kicevo
Tel: + 389 (0)45 222 300

13. BRANCH OFFICE KAVADARCI
Ilindenska st. 107, 1430 Kavadarci
Tel: +389 (0)43 400 246

14. BRANCH OFFICE GEVGELIJA

Dimitar Vlahov st. 7/3, 1480 Gevgelija
Tel: + 389 (0)34 213 803
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4. ATM’s Location
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47

66

5. Corresponding Banks

ATM
Head Office
Branch Office Center
Branch Office Bunjakovec
Branch Office Beverli Hils
Branch Office Leptokarija
Branch Office Aerodrom
Branch Office Avtokomanda
Branch Office Kisela Voda
Branch Office Chair
Branch Office Gjorce Petrov
Avioturs
TC Biser – Nikofon
Kisela Voda
TC Ramstore – Lobby
Makpetrol Butel
Makpetrol – Lobby
TC Prince
GTC
City Mall – first floor
KAM Market
Branch Office Bitola
Bitola
Branch Office Kumanovo, TC Suma
Kumanovo
Branch Office Strumica
Branch Office Gevgelija
Gevgelija
Branch Office Ohrid
Letnica
Kaj Cinarot
Branch Office Prilep
Branch Office Stip
Branch Office Kavadarci
Center of Culture
Branch Office Tetovo
TC Ramstore
Tetovo
Branch Office Veles
Veles
Branch Office Gostivar
Berovo
Branch Office Kocani
Branch Office Struga
Branch Office Deba
Branch Office Negotino
Kicevo
Pehcevo

Adress
Makedonija st. 9-11
Nikola Vapcarov st. 18
Rajko Zinzifov st. 18
Naroden Front st. 17
st. Partizanski Odredi st. 102-G
Jane Sandanski st. 12
Trifun Hadji Janev st. 3
Sava Kovacevic st. 10
Dzon Kenedi st. 155
Gjorce Petrov st. 33
Koco Racin st. 7
Jane Sandanski st nn
Sava Kovacevic st. 43 A
Kiril i Metodij st. 13
Butelska st. nn
Industriska st. nn
Lazo Trpkovski st. 88
City Trade Center
Ljubljanska st. 4
Kozle st. nn
Marshal Tito st. nn
Partizanska st. 94
Square Marsal Tito
Marsal Tito st. 1
Marsal Tito st.nn
Dimitar Vlahov st. 7/3
Slobodan Mitrov Danko st. 90
Partizanska st. 7
Kliment Ohridski st. nn
7-th Noemvri st. 2
Marksova st. 1/1
Vanco Prke st. 16
Ilindenska st. 107
7-th September st. 13
Ilirija st. 19
Marsal Tito st. 1
167 st. 178
Marsal Tito st. 1
Blagoj Gjorev st. 42
Ilindenska st. 109
Marsal Tito st. 111
Marsal Tito st. 45
15-th Korpus st. 2
8-th September st. 1
Straso Pindzur st. 2
Osloboduvanje st. 20
Industriska st. 12
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City
Skopje
Skopje
Skopje
Skopje
Skopje
Skopje
Skopje
Skopje
Skopje
Skopje
Skopje
Skopje
Skopje
Skopje
Skopje
Skopje
Skopje
Skopje
Skopje
Skopje
Bitola
Bitola
Kumanovo
Kumanovo
Strumica
Gevgelija
Gevgelija
Ohrid
Ohrid
Ohrid
Prilep
Stip
Kavadarci
Kavadarci
Tetovo
Tetovo
Tetovo
Veles
Veles
Gostivar
Berovo
Kocani
Struga
Debar
Negotino
Kicevo
Pehcevo

Country

Banks

Currency

AUSTRIA

Steiermaerkischa Bank und Sparkassen AG Graz
(STSPAT2G)
Erste Group Bank AG (GIBAATWG)

EUR

Erste Group Bank AG (GIBAATWG)

CAD

Steiermaerkischa Bank und Sparkassen AG Graz
(STSPAT2G)
Erste Group Bank AG (GIBAATWG)

CHF

Erste Group Bank AG (GIBAATWG)

AUD

404-332-667/56

Erste Group Bank AG (GIBAATWG)

NOK

404-332-667/57

Erste Group Bank AG (GIBAATWG)

JPY

404-332-667/58

Erste Group Bank AG (GIBAATWG)

DKK

404-332-667/50

Erste Group Bank AG (GIBAATWG)

SEK

404-332-667/51

Steiermaerkischa Bank und Sparkassen AG Graz
(STSPAT2G)
Erste Group Bank AG (GIBAATWG)

GBP

Commerzbank AG Frankfurt/M (COBADEFF)

EUR

400876876401 EUR

Erste Group Bank AG (GIBAATWG)

USD

404-332-667/52

GERMANY

Account number
00005-508130
404-332-667/00
404-332-667/55
00005-500178
404-332-667/53

00005-509286
404-332-667/54
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6. Locations in South-East Europe
SLOVENIA

SERBIA

MACEDONIA

Ljubljana

Novi Sad

Skopje

Banka Sparkasse d.d.

Cesta v Kleče 15
Sl-1000 Ljubljana
Тел.: + 386 1 583 66 66
Факс: + 386 1 583 23 33
www.sparkasse.si

S Leasing d.o.o.

Cesta v Kleče 1 5
Sl-1000 Ljubljana
Тел.: + 386 1 583 22 11
Факс: + 386 1 583 23 87
www.s-leasing.si
E-Mail: info@s-leasing.si

Maribor

Banka Sparkasse d.d.

Titova cesta 8
Sl-2000 Maribor
Тел.: + 386 2 235 2920
www.sparkasse.si

Celje

S Leasing d.o.o.

Ljubljanska Cesta 5 (Maksimiljan)
Sl-3000 Celje
Тел.: + 386 3 424 45 40
www.s-leasing.si
E-mail: info@s-leasing.si

CROATIA
Rijeka

Erste & Steiermärkische Bank d.d.
(rechtlicher Hauptsitz)
Jadranski trg 3a
HR-51000 Rijeka
Тел.: + 385 62 37 5000
Факс: + 385 62 37 6000
www.westebank.hr
E-Mail: erstebank@erstebank.hr

Zagreb

Erste & Steiermärkische Bank d.d.
Ivana Lučića 2
HR-10000 Zagreb
Тел.: + 385 62 37 1000
Факс: + 385 62 37 2000
www.erstebank.hr
E-Mail: erstebank@erstebank.hr

Erste & Steiermärkische
S Leasing d.o.o.

Zelinska 3
HR-10000 Zagreb
Тел.: + 385 1 6311 700
Факс: + 385 1 6311 720
www.s-leasing.hr
E-Mail: info@s-leasing.hr

Erste Card Club d.d.

10000 Zagreb, Praška 5
Тел.: +385 1 4929 555
Факс: +385 1 4920 400
www.erstecardclub.hr
E-mail:info@erstecardclub.hr
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Erste Bank a.d. Novi Sad

(Hauptsitz)
Bulevar oslobođenja 5
RS-21000 Novi Sad
Тел.: + 381 21 480 9402
Факс: + 381 21 489 0651
www.erstebank.rs/yu
E-mail: info@erstebank.rs

Beograd

Erste Bank a.d. Novi Sad

Milutina Milankovića 11b
RS-11070 Novi Beograd
Тел.: + 381 11 201 5005
Факс: + 381 11 201 5070
www.erstebank.rs/yu
E-mail: info@erstebank.rs

Sparkasse Bank
Makedonija AD Skopje

Makedonija 9-11
MK-1000 Skopje
Тел.: + 389 (0) 2 3200 500
Факс: + 389 (0) 2 3200 515
E-mail: contact@sparkasse.mk
www.sparkasse.mk

S Leasing d.o.o., Skopje

Makedonija 9-11
MK-1000 Скопје
Тел.: + 389 2 307 7095
Факс: + 389 2 307 7088
E-mail: info@s-leasing.mk
www.s-leasing.mk

S Leasing d.o.o. Beograd

Đorđa Stanojević 12/ III
RS-11070 Novi Beograd
Тел.: + 381 11 201 0700
Факс: + 381 11 201 0702
www.s-leasing.co.yu
E-mail: office@s-leasing.co.yu

MONTENEGRO
Podgorica

Erste Bank a.d. Podgorica

Marka Miljanova 46
81000 Podgorica
Тел.: + 382 20 440 440
Факс: + 382 20 440 432
www.erstebank.me
E-mail: info@erstebank.me

S Leasing d.o.o., Podgorica

Bul. Svetog Petra Cetinjskog 123
81000 Podgorica
Тел.: + 382 20 245 625
Факс: + 382 20 203 225
E-mail: office@s-leasing.co.me
www.s-leasing.co.me

BOSNA AND
HERZEGOVINA
Sarajevo

Sparkasse Bank d.d. Sarajevo
Trampina 12
BA-71000 Sarajevo
Тел.: + 387 33 280 300
Факс: + 387 33 280 231
www.sparkasse.ba
E-mail: info@sparkasse.ba

S Leasing d.o.o., Sarajevo
Dženetića čikma 1
BA-71000 Sarajevo
Тел.: + 387 33 565 850
Факс: + 387 33 208 863
www.s-leasing.ba
E-mail: info@s-leasing.ba
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www.sparkasse.mk
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